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ABSTRACT
As fission process heats up the fuel rods, UO2 pellets stacked on top of each other
swell both radially and axially, while the surrounding Zircaloy cladding creeps down,
so that the pellets eventually come into contact with the clad. This exacerbates
chemical degradation of the protective cladding and high stress values may enable
the formation and propagation of cracks, thus threatening the integrity of the clad.
Along these lines, pellet-cladding interaction establishes itself as a major concern for
fuel rod design and core operation in light water reactors. Accurately modeling fuel
behavior is challenging because the mechanical contact problem strongly depends
on temperature distribution and the pellet-clad coupled heat transfer problem is, in
turn, affected by changes in geometry induced by body deformations and stresses
generated at the contact interface.
Our work focuses on active set strategies to determine the actual contact area
in high-fidelity coupled physics fuel performance codes. The approach consists of
two steps: in the first one, we determine the boundary region on standard finite
element meshes where the contact conditions shall be enforced to prevent objects
from occupying the same space. For this purpose, we developed and implemented
an efficient parallel search algorithm for detecting mesh inter-penetration and ver-
tex/mesh overlap. The second step deals with solving the mechanical equilibrium
taking into account the contact conditions computed in the first step. To do so,
we developed a modified version of the multi-point constraint strategy. While the
original algorithm was restricted to the Jacobi preconditioned conjugate gradient
method, our approach works with any Krylov solver and does not put any restric-
tion on the type of preconditioner used. The multibody thermo-mechanical contact
ii
problem is tackled using modern numerics, with continuous finite elements and a
Newton-based monolithic strategy to handle nonlinearities (the one stemming from
the contact condition itself as well as the one due to the temperature-dependence of
the fuel thermal conductivity, for instance) and coupling between the various physics
components (gap conductance sensitive to the clad-pellet distance, thermal expan-
sion coefficient or Young’s modulus affected by temperature changes, etc.). We will
provide different numerical examples for contact problems using one and multiple
bodies in order to demonstrate the performance of the method.
iii
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The cladding of a nuclear fuel rod constitutes the very first barrier against the
release of radioactive fission products to the environment. As such, maintaining its
integrity is a major concern for light water reactor safety and it is thus crucial to
be able to simulate and predict accurately cladding damage process. Pellet-cladding
interaction (PCI) is a notoriously important failure mode, especially as burnup in-
creases [3]. Contact between UO2 pellets and the inner surface of the Zirconium alloy
cladding may lead to several mode of failure.
Fuel performance analyses deal with the complex interactions of various physical
phenomena. Over the last forty years, the knowledge gained from post-irradiation
examinations of fuel rods has greatly contributed to a better understanding of PCI.
Today, with the ongoing advances in computational science and computer technology,
PCI modeling and high-fidelity numerical simulations can also give a new insight into
fuel/clad behavior during normal operation and under accident conditions.
Several key challenges need to be addressed before modeling and simulation can
be used to predict with high levels of fidelity the behavior of fuel rods in a nuclear re-
actor. One of these challenges deals with the modeling of thermo-mechanical contact
between multiple bodies (fuel pellets and clad) and this is the main thrust of this
dissertation. Indeed, the anticipated grid resolution for high-fidelity simulations will
be such that each of the ∼300 fuel pellets per rod can be finely meshed in 3D and
each pellet may undergo a different power/irradiation history, resulting in different
mesh displacements for each pellet. A contact search will need to be performed, in
parallel, with the neighboring pellets and the surrounding clad. Once contact has
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been detected, constraints will need to be formulated and enforced into the equation
system. Finally, because fuel behavior analysis is, by nature, a multiphysics and even
multiscale problem, the methods we propose to handle thermo-mechanical contact
should be tested with the current state-of-the-art multiphysics solution strategies.
This dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter II presents the equations gov-
erning light water reactor (LWR) fuel rod behavior, then Chapter III discusses the
current state-of-the-art in nuclear fuel performance simulations and Chapter IV pro-
vides an overview of the methods used by modern multiphysics applications. Chap-
ter V focuses on solution strategies for the treatment of contact problems, Chapter VI
describes in detail an algorithm for efficient contact detection, Chapter VII discusses
different techniques to enforce the constraints from contact. Chapter VIII gives a
number of numerical results demonstrating the ability to model thermo-mechanical
contact between fuel pellets and cladding.
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CHAPTER II
PHYSICS MODELS
Here, we formulate the nuclear fuel performance problem. We describe briefly
the problem geometry before giving, first, the thermal and, second, the mechanical
governing laws that dictate fuel behavior. These are essentially a standard nonlin-
ear heat conduction equation coupled with a displacement model. We have opted
for a linear elastic displacement since the main focus of this Dissertation is on con-
tact detection and contact enforcement. The fuel rod behavior governing equations
are coupled together via boundary conditions for thermal transfer between fuel pel-
lets and cladding and mechanical contact. We close this Chapter by discussing the
challenges associated with solving such a system of equations.
II.1 Problem geometry
A typical fuel rod is a four-meter-long Zirconium alloy annular tube of about 1cm
in diameter. A rod contains roughly 300 fuel pellets of cylindrical shape, piled to
form the fuel stack. A free space called plenum is left in the upper part of the rod
to allow for fuel stack elongation and to accommodate for the release of gaseous and
volatile fission products. The fuel stack is maintained during handling operation by
a spring placed in the plenum and the fuel rod is hermetically sealed at both ends
after being filled with a neutral gas, typically helium.
Fuel pellets are shaped from Uranium dioxide by a pressing process and are then
sintered at high temperature in a controlled atmosphere for several hours. They are
generally designed with end dishes to counterbalance the hour-glassing of pellets and
chamfers to facilitate their introduction into the clad tubes. Even though the most
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detailed computational mesh may account for these, in our research we will often
work with simple cylindrical representations but a simulations that employs dished
and chamfered pellets will also be provided. The cladding is made of Zirconium alloy
which, in addition to being highly corrosion-resistant, has a low neutron absorption.
It will be modeled as a regular cylindrical tube. The fuel rods are bundled into fuel
assemblies, typically in a 17-by-17 array for PWRs and a 10-by-10 for BWRs, but
fuel performance simulations are mostly performed at the single rod level.
As fission process heats up the fuel pellets, the relatively poor thermal conduc-
tivity of UO2 results in strong radial temperature gradients. The differential thermal
expansion along the fuel pellet radius causes then the pellet ends to bow outward
which leads to the so-called hour-glass shape. The edges of the top and bottom
pellet surfaces deform further the cladding with high local strains and stresses, pro-
ducing bulges that give the commonly observed bamboo-like profile along the rod
length. Figure II.1 gives a schematic representation of the pellet-cladding mechanical
interaction (PCMI).
Figure II.1: Schematic representation of mechanical interaction between fuel pellets
and cladding in a LWR fuel rod [1]. A number of UO2 pellets stacked atop each other
into the cladding tube: As fabricated (I), prior to PCMI (II), after PCMI (III).
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II.2 Heat transfer
The temperature distribution throughout fuel pellets and cladding is calculated
according to the conservation energy principle given by the standard heat conduction
equation:
ρCp
∂T
∂t
+∇ · φq =

Sq, ∀X ∈ Ωfuel =
⋃
i
Ωpellet,i
0, ∀X ∈ Ωclad
. (II.1)
T (X, t) is the temperature at point X in the interior of the domain Ωfuel ∪ Ωclad
and at time t. The heat flux φq is expressed using Fourier’s law as:
φq = −k∇T, (II.2)
where the material thermal conductivity k(T ) is a function of temperature, making
Equation (II.1) nonlinear. In principle, heat capacity Cp and density ρ may also be
temperature-dependent. Material properties are sensitive to burnup and irradiation
history as well and one may include such models where, for instance, k deteriorates
in the cladding as the water-side oxide layer grows.
The source term Sq(X, t) accounts for nuclear heating from fission reactions
within the fuel pellets. Most fuel performance codes include power profiles that
are sensitive to burnup and plutonium buildup at the pellet rim due to the 238U
self-shielding. It can also be derived from separate neutronics calculations. Heat
generation induced by gamma absorption or by the exothermic oxidation process of
Zirconium are often left aside, so we will take Sq equal to 0 in the cladding.
The surface heat fluxes between neighboring bodies are prescribed by means of
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the gap conductance hgap as follows:
φq · n = hgap(T − T neighbor), ∀X ∈ ∂Ωfuel ∪ ∂Ωinner clad. (II.3)
Equation (II.3) models an effective heat conduction across the gap proportional to
the difference between gap interface temperatures T and T neighbor. n is the outward-
pointing unit normal at point X on the domain boundary ∂Ω. The heat transfer
coefficient hgap depends notably on the gap width or contact pressure and thus is
coupled to the displacement u(X, t). Nevertheless, the apparent simplicity of the
equation hides a more intricate reality: the conductance across the gap or interface
between UO2 and Zircaloy may be considered as the sum of three terms: (i) heat
transfer across the gap by conduction through the gap, (ii) solid conductance across
points or areas of contact between fuel and cladding, and (iii) radiative heat transfer.
Convective heat transfer within the gap is generally neglected. We emphasize that the
neighbor designation encapsulates thermal transfer from fuel pellet to the cladding
as well as between two pellets, even though, to the best of our knowledge, the latter
is often omitted in computations.
Finally, heat transfer from the cladding outer surface to surrounding water coolant
is given by:
φq · n = hcoolant(T − T coolant), ∀X ∈ ∂Ωouter clad, (II.4)
where T coolant is the bulk coolant/moderator temperature and hcoolant a convective
heat transfer coefficient depending upon coolant properties and flow regime. In some
instances, T coolant is obtained by coupling the heat equation to a fluid flow model.
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II.3 Mechanics
Cladding and fuel pellets deformations are computed with the mechanical equi-
librium equations:
∇ · σ + ρb = 0, ∀X ∈ Ωfuel ∪ Ωclad, (II.5)
where b(X, t) are body forces and ρ stands for the material density. The Cauchy
stress tensor, σ, is coupled to the displacement u(X, t) via the infinitesimal strain
tensor1:
ε =
1
2
(∇u+ (∇u)T ) , (II.6)
and Hooke’s law:
σ = C : εel = C :
(
ε−
∑
εin
)
. (II.7)
The fourth-order stiffness tensor C is dependent upon Poisson’s ratio ν and Young’s
modulus E(T ). In Equation (II.7), we use the fact that the infinitesimal strain ε can
be expressed as the sum of the elastic strain εel plus inelastic components
∑
εin that
consist of various contributions. Fuel performance codes generally include models
for thermal expansion, material plastic deformation, expansion due to swelling and
contraction due to densification, temperature-, stress-, and irradiation-induced creep,
as well as relocation:
∑
εin = εth + εpl + εsw + εde + εcr + εre.
1In the limit of small deformations, displacement gradients are o(1) and the strain tensor can be
linearized, ε = 12
(∇u+ (∇u)T +∇u(∇u)T ) ≈ 12 (∇u+ (∇u)T ). Hence, one important assump-
tion of the model is that the maximum displacement will always be considerably smaller than the
characteristic dimension of the objects which undergo the deformation.
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In the context of coupled heat transport/thermo-mechanical contact simulations, one
contribution representative of the problem is the thermal strain εth = αI (T − Tref ),
where α(T ) is the thermal expansion coefficient, Tref is the temperature at which
thermal strain is zero, and I is the identity tensor. In this work, we will often
consider that ε = εel + εth.
Homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are prescribed on ΓD ⊂ ∂Ω in order
to eliminate rigid body rotation and translation modes:
u = 0, ∀X ∈ ΓD. (II.8)
A surface load can be prescribed onto the cladding outer surface to account for the
external coolant pressure. Internal gas pressure forces may as well be applied onto
the inner surface of the cladding and boundary regions of the fuel pellets not subject
to contact with the clad. Let ΓC denote the possible contact boundary which, a
priori, is equal to ∂Ωfuel ∪ ∂Ωinner clad. We distinguish the “active” contact zone
ΓC,A where contact occurs from the “inactive” part ΓC,I := ΓC \ ΓC,A. The surface
traction t = σ · n is given on ΓN ⊂ ∂Ω \ ΓD:
t =
 −P
extn, ∀X ∈ ΓN ∩ ∂Ωouter clad
−P intn, ∀X ∈ ΓC,I
.
Since the main focus of this research is contact modeling, we will spare the effort
associated with the use of a model for the evolution of the internal pressure P int as
a function of irradiation history and ignore these Neumann boundary conditions.
Handling contact between neighboring bodies is somewhat more delicate. We
give here an overview of the considerations that yield the common formulation of
the contact conditions, which are another source of nonlinearity in the system of
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equations for the coupled problem.
Contact mechanics between bodies is essentially based on the non-penetration
condition and the action-reaction principle. We introduce the gap gauge function g =
xneighbor − x, which, when dotted against the normal n is a measure of the distance
to the neighboring body for points of ΓC . x ≡X +u denotes the coordinates in the
current configuration of the body, where X is related to the initial configuration and
u is the displacement field. xneighbor designates the minimum distance projection of
x onto the surface of the neighbor.
Contact takes place when g ·n = 0. In that case, the condition t ·n < 0, stating
that contact forces can only be compressive, must be verified. If there is a gap
between the bodies, then g · n > 0 and t = 0 holds, which leads us to the following
formulation for the contact conditions along the normal vector:
g · n ≥ 0
t · n ≤ 0
(g · n)(t · n) = 0
 , ∀X ∈ Γ
C := ∂Ωfuel ∪ ∂Ωinner clad. (II.9)
From here, we can picture two limiting cases. If we assume frictionless contact,
only the compressive normal stresses are transmitted through the contact interface
and bodies are free to slip in the tangential direction. The shear traction (tangential
component of the surface traction) is null. Conversely, we can impose that the points
that are in contact are not allowed to move in a tangential direction, which often
referred to as “stick” or “no-slip” condition. In brief, we have:
slip condition: t · n = −tneighbor · n and t− (t · n)n = 0 ∀X ∈ ΓC,A
stick condition: g = 0 and t = −tneighbor ∀X ∈ ΓC,A
.
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II.4 Discussion
Accurately modeling fuel behavior is challenging because the mechanical con-
tact problem strongly depends on temperature distribution, and the coupled pellet-
cladding heat transfer problem, in turn, is affected by changes in geometry induced
by bodies deformations and stresses generated at contact interface. Consequently,
we see that tackling the problem as formulated above will involve solving a system
of nonlinear tightly-coupled equations.
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CHAPTER III
CURRENT STATUS OF FUEL PERFORMANCE SIMULATIONS
In principle, the fuel rod performance problem is three-dimensional in nature.
However, the fuel rod geometry suggests an axisymmetric approach. Arguing that,
in normal operation, and even more in accidental conditions, the radial temperature
gradient dominates over the axial gradient [3], most fuel performance codes reduce
further the original problem to a one-dimensional calculation. Analyzing the fuel
rod at several axial positions with a 1-D radial description, these codes are referred
to as quasi-two-dimensional or one-and-a-half-D codes.
The steady-state single-rod code FRAPCON [21] and the corresponding tran-
sient code FRAPTRAN [22], used by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission, fall into this category. They predict fuel rod performance in PWRs and
BWRs by modeling the materials response of both the fuel and cladding, under
normal operating conditions or under fast transient and accident condition respec-
tively. Their Japanese and European counterparts, respectively FEMAXI [40] and
TRANSURANUS [30], work along the same lines. These codes have the capability
to calculate quantities like cladding and fuel temperatures, cladding and fuel strains,
cladding waterside corrosion, fission gas release from the fuel and rod internal pres-
sure as a function of irradiation history. Their approach to the problem is essentially
empirical. In good part because they have been able to reduce so dramatically the
computational cost while maintaining robust data, they are useful for analyzing the
entire fuel rod during a complicated, long power history.
Such codes have their merits but are unable to capture local effects such as the
fuel pellets hour-glassing which induce increased strains and stresses on the cladding
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at pellet extremities, distorting the cylindrical shape of the cladding into a stalk
of bamboo. Such detailed analysis requires a multidimensional treatment. Notable
exceptions would be the real 2-D code FALCON [37] which offer the possibility
to analyze axisymmetric (r, z) or plane (r, θ) problems and TOUTATIS [4] as an
example of 3-D code. The fact remains that all the approaches listed so far are
weakly coupled in the sense that the thermal and mechanical analyses are performed
separately in an operator-split fashion.
Over the last half decade, there has been several efforts to develop next-generation
of three-dimensional high-fidelity simulation tools. Among them we note the appli-
cation ALCYONE from the French new fuel simulation platform PLEIADES [31],
Idaho National Laboratory’s BISON fuel performance code [34] or the recent AMP
(Advanced Multi-Physics) code [13]. BISON is probably the most prominent effort
at the present time; its mechanical contact treatment between fuel pellets and the
inner surface of the cladding is described in [43]. Nonetheless, contact modeling for
fuel rod behavior applications is at a somewhat early developmental stage regard-
ing algorithms capable to handle the mechanical interaction between bodies in the
specific context of multidimensional nonlinear multi-physics modeling.
Since thermal calculations rely on heat fluxes from the pellets to the cladding, it is
of paramount importance to accurately treat the contact problem [41]. Consequently,
this highlights the importance for future fuel performance codes to improve the state-
of-the-art in therms of thermo-mechanical contact modeling. The main goal of this
Dissertation is to develop algorithms to model accurately the mechanical interaction
between pellets and clad. To conclude this literature review, we would also like to
mention another approach developed to handle contact; it is based on a mortar-
finite-element discretization of the contact interface [23] but has only been applied
to two-dimensional problems so far.
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Finally, we intentionally left aside other approaches that used commercial soft-
wares such as COMSOL Multiphysics [36, 33, 32] or ABAQUS [42]. Up to now,
some existing softwares may offer attractive out-of-the-box features, allowing users
to implement custom models, up to certain extent, but they cannot address the needs
of advanced LWR fuel rod behavior modeling in terms of problem size and parallel
computations. In addition, since their source code is usually proprietary, they may
not be suitable frameworks for developing new solution algorithms.
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CHAPTER IV
MULTIPHYSICS STRATEGIES
This chapter gives an overview of current solution techniques for multiphysics ap-
plications. It begins with a description of coupling techniques, followed by a general
discussion on solver methods and a discussion on spatial and temporal discretizations
of the individual physics components. Further details on modern approaches to the
multiphysics coupling of PDE-based models can be found in the recent review article
[28].
IV.1 Strategies to tackle the coupled system
In this section, we review approaches to handle multiphysics coupling between
different physical models. But first of all, let us introduce some generic notation that
will be useful throughout the chapter. We rewrite the coupled temperature evolution
and mechanical equilibrium problem as
∂T
∂t
= f1(T, u), (IV.1)
and
F2(T, u) = 0. (IV.2)
T and u, as usual, are the solution for the temperature and displacement fields. For
convenience, we use the same operator notation for both the continuous and the
discrete formulations, which are simply distinguished by the context.
When the transient thermal transfer problem in Equation (IV.1) is semi-discretized
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in time, we put it into the residual form
F1(T, u) = 0 (IV.1bis)
and we solve sequentially the single-physics problems (IV.1bis) and (IV.2) to obtain
values of the solution {T (tn), u(tn)} at a series of discrete times {tn}n=0,1,2,...,Nt . Note
that these equations may generically be used to describe either a single step of our
original transient problem or simply a steady-state version of it. In our notation,
uppercase operator F∗ denotes the residual for the individual component y∗ in an
equilibrium problem, and, in an evolution problem, lowercase f∗ denotes its tendency.
f∗ is sometimes referred to as “steady-state” residual as opposed to the “transient”
residual ∂y∗
∂t
− f∗. In our dissertation work, the multiphysics problem has only two
components, y1 ≡ T and y2 ≡ u, but we could include additional models1 and
then we would have ∗ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , Nc}, Nc standing for the total number of physics
components.
IV.1.1 Conventional operator splitting approach
From a practical standpoint, it is very tempting to reuse existing independent
mono-disciplinary codes, which are, ideally, in widespread use and have been rigor-
ously tested. This common practice leads to the “loosely coupled” operator-splitting
approach. In our case, it would consist in solving the thermal problem (IV.1bis) for
the unknown distribution of temperatures, given the body deformation, and solv-
ing the mechanics problem (IV.2) for the unknown displacements field, given the
temperature profile.
Coupling is taken into account by iterating over the pair of single-physics problem
1e.g., we could couple (IV.1) and (IV.2) to a model for the diffusion of Oxygen in UO2+x, since
both thermal conductivity and mechanical properties of the fuel pellet are sensitive to Oxygen
hyperstoichiometry x, [32].
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in the manner of Gauss-Seidel, as shown Algorithm 1. A Jacobi-like coupling scheme
is also possible. Nevertheless, if not iterated and properly converged, this approach
will not fully resolve the nonlinearities between the physics components.
Algorithm 1 Gauss-Seidel coupling technique
given {T 0, u0}
for k = 1, 2, . . ., until convergence
solve for T in F1(T, u
k−1) = 0 and set T k = T
solve for u in F2(T
k, u) = 0 and set uk = u
end for
The simplest approach to the transient problem is given in Algorithm 2 which
produces solution values at times t0 < t1 < t2 < . . . < tNt . An inner loop may be
placed inside each time step in which the coupling variables are updated in order to
resolve the lagged nonlinearities in the operator split approach. There is no point in
using higher-order discretizations in time otherwise [35].
Algorithm 2 Basic operator splitting
given {T (t0), u(t0)}
for n = 1, 2, . . . , Nt
compute one time step in ∂tT + f1(T, u(tn−1)) = 0 to obtain T (tn)
solve for u in F2(T (tn), u) = 0 and set u(tn) = u
end for
IV.1.2 Monolithic solution procedure
In order to avoid inconsistencies in the handling of the coupling terms that may
occur with traditional operator splitting techniques, the problem can be formulated
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in terms of a single residual
F (y) :=
F1(T, u)
F2(T, u)
 = 0, (IV.3)
where y = (T, u) refers generically to the multiphysics solution, which has only two
components in our case but may have Nc components more generally.
Algorithm 3 Newton’s method
given y0
for k = 1, 2, . . ., until convergence
solve J(yk−1)δy = −F (yk−1)
update yk = yk−1 + δy
end for
Newton’s method can be used to solve Equation (IV.3). Its basic form is given
in Algorithm 3. By definition, the Jacobian matrix J is given by
J(y) :=
∂F1∂T ∂F1∂u
∂F2
∂T
∂F2
∂u
 . (IV.4)
Diagonal blocks represent individual (uncoupled) physics components, whereas off-
diagonal blocks give the multiphysics coupling between them. Because of the inclu-
sion of the latter, the method is regarded as “tightly coupled”.
Assume that the system F (y) = 0 arises from the coupling of Nc individually
well-posed discrete problems, and that it has Nd degrees of freedom total. J , which
is by definition the matrix of all first-order partial derivatives of the residual F with
respect to the vector of unknown y = (y1, y2, . . . , yNc)
T , is a Nd × Nd matrix which
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has the same sparsity structure as standard stiffness matrices.
Note that if the residuals and their derivatives are not sufficiently smooth or if
one is not willing to write the extra amount of code to assemble the matrix, the
Jacobian may be calculated numerically by finite difference while looping over the
volume elements to evaluate the residual. A matrix-free approach is also feasible as
we will see in the next section.
IV.2 Solvers
Multiphysics problems are almost inevitably nonlinear, but their solution requires
solving a series of linear subproblems. In this section, we first briefly summarize
currently available techniques for solving systems of linear equations, and, second,
give a short review of methods for nonlinear problems.
IV.2.1 Methods for systems of linear equations
Systems of linear equations naturally arise in multiphysics applications and linear
solvers are often computational bottlenecks. Consider the system of linear equations
Ay = b A ∈ RNd×Nd y, b ∈ RNd (IV.5)
representing either an entire multiphysics problem or some subproblem encountered
in the solution algorithm of that problem. Nd stands for the number of degrees
of freedom, which depends on the number of coupled physics and their spatial dis-
cretization. Methods for solving the equation fall into two categories: direct and
iterative methods.
Direct methods generally scale too poorly as Nd increases to be considered prac-
tical for realistic multiphysics problem. When dealing with reasonably small sparse
systems, LU factorization can be an option for inverting the matrix [15]. But current
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best practices for the efficient solving of Equation (IV.5) are based almost exclusively
on multigrid methods and preconditioned Krylov subspace methods.
IV.2.1.1 Krylov subspace methods
Let r0 = b − Ay0 be the initial residual. Krylov subspace methods produce
a converging sequence of approximations {yj}j≥1 to the solution in the the space
Kj(r0, A) = span{r0, Ar0, . . . , Aj−1r0} minimizing the residual over the space gener-
ated from the sequential application of the operator A on r0.
In the case A is a symmetric positive definite matrix2, the conjugate gradient
method (CG) will most likely be the method of choice. The preconditioned form of
CG is given in Algorithm 4. The method is based on a three-term recurrence relation
and uses a small number of auxiliary vectors. Only the storage of the previous
search direction pj, residual rj, and approximation yj vectors is actually required to
construct the next pj+1, rj+1, and yj+1.
2i.e., A = AT and vTAv > 0 for all nonzero vector v.
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Algorithm 4 Preconditioned conjugated gradient method
1: r0 ← b− Ay0
2: z0 ←M−1r0
3: p0 ← z0
4: for j ← 0, 1, 2, . . . do
5: wj ← Apj
6: αj ← r
T
j zj
pTj wj
7: yj+1 ← yj + αjpj
8: rj+1 ← rj − αjwj
9: if rj+1 “sufficiently small” then break end if
10: zj+1 ←M−1rj+1
11: βj ← r
T
j+1zj+1
rTj zj
12: pj+1 ← zj+1 + βjpj
13: end for
When paired with a suitable preconditioner M to accelerate convergence, CG
is a robust and efficient method for solving (IV.5). Unfortunately, in multiphysics
problems, circumstances where A is symmetric and positive definite are rarely en-
countered. In this work, however, the individual block representing mechanics is
actually symmetric and positive definite (see assembly of the stiffness matrix K in
Chapter V) and we propose an approach to enforce the constraints of contact that
preserve that property (see Chapter VII), so, when considering mechanics only, we
will be able to work with PCG.
Otherwise, the generalized minimal residual method (GMRES) is often used to
solve the linear system (IV.5). The method constructs an orthonormal basis for the
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Krylov space and maintain rj ⊥ Kj(r0, A). The major drawback of GMRES is that
the amount of work and the storage required per iteration grow linearly with number
of iterations j. The motivates the use of the restarted3 and truncated4 versions of
the algorithm. An other alternative for a general non symmetric A matrix is the
biconjugate stabilized gradient method (BiCGStab). We refer to [38] for more details
on these Krylov subspace methods.
IV.2.1.2 Preconditioning
It is well-known that the convergence of Krylov methods depends on spectral
properties of the linear system matrix A [38]. Often the matrix A arising from
the discretization of PDEs is ill-conditioned so we replace the original system in
Equation (IV.5) by the right preconditioned system
M−1Ay = M−1b (IV.6)
or the left preconditioned system
AM−1(My) = b (IV.7)
via solving AM−1w = b for w and My = w for y. Both (IV.6) and (IV.7) yield the
same solution y as the original system provided that the preconditioner matrix M is
not singular. The goal is to transform the original system into one which has better
convergence properties, usually by reducing the condition number of the system
3The method is then referred to as GMRES(m). The difficulty consists in choosing an appro-
priate number m of iterations after which the procedure will be restarted. Unfortunately, they are
no general guidelines to make that choice. If too small, GMRES(m) may be slow to converge, or
even fail to converge. Conversely, a value of m larger than necessary involves excessive work and
uses more storage.
4This variant, known as DQGMRES(k), is based on an incomplete orthogonalization procedure.
At iteration j > k, the vector Aj−1r0 is orthogonalized against the k previous Krylov vectors instead
of all of them.
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matrix M−1A or AM−1 since the rate of convergence increases for most iterative
linear solver as κ(A) decreases. M may represent an operation or a sequence of
operations that somehow approximates the effect of A−1 on a vector, but really, any
kind of transformation making it easier to solve in terms of iterations and CPU time
is acceptable.
There is a trade-off in the choice of M between the cost of applying M−1 at
each step of the iterative linear solver and the reduction in the number of required
iterations to reach convergence. The cheapest preconditioner would certainly be
M = I since M−1 = I, but, clearly, this results in the original linear system Ay = b
and the preconditioner does nothing. At the other extreme, the choice M = A
gives M−1A = AM−1 = I, which has the optimal condition number of 1, requiring
a single iteration for convergence. But in this case M−1 = A−1 and applying the
preconditioner is just as difficult as solving the original system. Therefore, we choose
M as somewhere between these two extremes in an attempt to achieve a minimal
number of iterations while keeping the operator M−1 as simple as possible.
IV.2.2 Methods for nonlinear systems
Nonlinear systems of the form
A(y)y = b y, b ∈ RNd , (IV.8)
where operator A is a function of y, typically arise from the discretization of partial
derivative equations in multiphysics problems. The fixed-point iteration, method
also known as Picard iteration, is a simple and robust strategy to solve (IV.8). The
method proceeds by a series of successive linearizations of the nonlinear system of
equations, as described in Algorithm 5.
The main disadvantage of the fixed-point iteration is that it converges slowly
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Algorithm 5 Fixed-point iteration
given y0
for k = 1, 2, . . ., until convergence
solve for y in A(yk−1)y = b and set yk = y
end for
(typically linear) even when starting with a good initial guess y0. Newton’s method,
given earlier in Algorithm 3, is often preferred because it offers faster convergence
(up to quadratic).
The class of inexact Newton’s methods generalizes Algorithm 3 by allowing com-
putation of the update δy with an iterative method, only requiring that
‖J(yk−1)δy + F (yk−1)‖ ≤ ηk‖F (yk−1)‖ (IV.9)
where the tolerance sequence {ηk ∈ (0, 1)} is used to control the level of accuracy
throughout the iteration [17, 18]. As explained before, the direct computation of the
δy may be prohibitively expensive for multiphysics problems.
The Jacobian-free Newton-Krylov method (JFNK) is an important variant be-
cause it eliminates the need of identify and implement the Jacobian. The action of
J on Krylov vectors is approximated by
J(yk−1)v ≈ F (y
k−1 + v)− F (yk−1)

(IV.10)
where  is a small perturbation. The matrix J is never formed, only calls to the
function F are required. Of course, efficiency of JFNK depends critically on precon-
ditioning the inner Krylov iterations [29].
Note that, fixed-point and inexact Newton methods can be used to solve multi-
physics problems in a fully coupled manner, but they can also be used to implement
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multiphysics coupling strategies such as Algorithms 1 and 2. In any case, a matrix-
free Krylov subspace approach can be advantageous because it makes possible the
reuse of existing mono-disciplinary codes to compute portions of the vector function
F .
IV.3 Space and time discretizations
In our dissertation work, we use finite elements for the space discretization which
is generally the method of choice in analysis of heat transfer and structural mechan-
ics. But it does not have to be, other physics components may as well be using
finite difference or finite volume discretizations. All physics components do not even
necessarily have to be defined on the same mesh T h nor the same physical domain
Ω. About that, [16] discuss matrix assembly strategies when using multiple meshes,
in the extreme case using one different mesh for each physical component present in
the code. For simplicity though, in our work we use a single mesh that spans the
entire domain for both physics, heat transfer and thermo-mechanical contact.
In any case, what is always needed is a mean to transfer data between models and
discretization schemes. As far as we are concerned, since the two physics operators
are hosted on the same mesh, data transfer is straightforward in the continuum but
complications come at the interface with contact and heat exchange between bodies.
Mortar finite-elements, first introduced by [6], can be used for treating interface
conditions and are becoming popular in the context of contact problems[45]. We
will discuss in further details the mapping between boundaries of different objects in
Chapter V.
IV.3.1 Finite element discretization
Let us consider the thermal aspect of our problem as an example here, the finite
element formulation for the mechanics is derived in Chapter V. We consider the fol-
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lowing time-dependent heat conduction equation equipped with initial and boundary
conditions 
ρCp
∂T
∂t
−∇ · k∇T = Sq(X, t) in Ω
T (X, t0) = T0(X) in Ω
T (X, t) = Tbd(X, t) on Γ
D ⊂ ∂Ω
−k∇T · n = φq(X, t) on ΓN = ∂Ω \ ΓD
(IV.11)
for all t ≥ t0. In brief, T = T (X, t) is the material temperature, ρ and Cp denote the
density and heat capacity. Thermal conductivity k is typically a function of T , which
introduces nonlinearity in the model. Sq is a heat source. The initial temperature
distribution T0 is prescribed at time t = t0 over the whole domain Ω. Dirichlet
boundary condition specifies the temperature Tbd on Γ
D at any time t > t0, whereas
Neumann condition gives the heat flux φq across the boundary Γ
N and couples the
thermal problem to mechanics. n stands for the outward-pointing normal along ∂Ω.
For the sake of simplicity in introducing the finite element discretization, we
choose to approximate the time derivative using backward Euler
∂T
∂t
≈ Tn − Tn−1
∆tn
(IV.12)
with variable-size time step ∆tn = tn − tn−1. We derive the weak form of that
system of equations, by multiplying from the left by a test function ϕ from the space
V = {v ∈ H1(Ω) | v|ΓD = 0} and integrating over the domain Ω. We obtain5
〈ϕ, ρCpTn − Tn−1
∆tn
〉Ω + 〈∇ϕ, k(Tn)∇Tn〉Ω = 〈ϕ, Sq〉Ω + 〈ϕ, φq〉ΓN (IV.13)
given Tn−1 and for all ϕ ∈ V , with the standard notation 〈v, u〉 =
∫
vu.
5We integrate by parts via Green’s theorem −〈ϕ,∇·k∇Tn〉Ω = 〈∇ϕ, k∇Tn〉Ω−〈ϕ, k∇Tn ·n〉∂Ω,
use the fact that ϕ is zero on ΓD, and substitute −k∇T · n by φq on ΓN .
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We seek a solution over some finite dimensional subspace6 Uh = span{ϕi} by
substituting T (X, t) =
∑
j ϕj(X)Tj(t) into Equation (IV.13) and requiring that the
equation be satisfied for integration against the set {ϕi} of basis functions. The Tj
are unknown expansion coefficients, or degrees of freedom, we need to determine. In
matrix form, it yields
1
∆tn
M(Tn − Tn−1) +KTn = f (IV.14)
where Mij = 〈ϕi, ϕj〉Ω is a regular mass matrix, Kij = 〈∇ϕi, kρCp∇ϕj〉Ω is a “non-
linear” stiffness matrix7, and the right-hand side fi = 〈ϕi, 1ρCpSq〉Ω + 〈ϕi, 1ρCpφq〉ΓN
accounts for the heat source and heat fluxes across the boundary.
When assembling the system, integrals over the whole domain are computed as
sums of integrals over all elementsK of the triangulation T h, e.g. Mij =
∑
K∈T h〈ϕi, ϕj〉K,
and the contribution of each element is approximated by means of a numerical
quadrature MKij ≈
∑
q wqϕi(Xq)ϕj(Xq). wq and Xq are, respectively, the weights
and integration points of the quadrature rule. Note that integrals cannot always be
computed exactly (in particular those involving complex material properties) even
though we can easily achieve it for the mass matrix entries which we took as an
example here.
IV.3.2 Time integration techniques
The coupled heat transport and thermo-mechanical contact problem in this work
is a bit particular in the sense only the thermal component of the solution is actually
allowed to evolve in time, governed by its own physics, while mechanical contact
6Typically, Uh ⊂ V is the discrete space of piecewise polynomial functions of degree p built on
top of the triangulation T h of Ω, the discretization parameter h being a measure of the mesh size.
We construct Uh by piecing together basis shape functions ϕKi defined on element K ∈ T h, which
have the property ϕKi (Xj) = δij , where Xj denotes the coordinates of node j.
7Indeed the thermal conductivity is temperature-dependent, k = k(Tn), but the equation is
linearized in the fixed-point iteration or Newton’s method. The stiffness matrix is assembled given
T k−1n and we solve for T
k
n (see previous section on nonlinear solvers).
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being always considered at equilibrium. Nevertheless, multiphysics problems typi-
cally couple models with very disparate timescales and the tendency f(t, y) ends up
having components with widely different dynamics. This calls for the use of implicit
time integration schemes with favorable stability properties.
In order to obtain numerical approximations to the solution of the initial value
problem
∂y
∂t
= f(t, y), y(t0) = y0 (IV.15)
at a sequence of discrete times t1 < t2 < . . . < tNt , we employ Runge-Kutta methods.
Given the value of the solution yn at time tn, we compute yn+1 ≈ y(tn+1) according
to
yn+1 = yn + ∆tn
s∑
i=1
bif(tn + ci∆tn, Yi), (IV.16)
where
Yi = yn + ∆tn
s∑
j=1
aijf(tn + cj∆tn, Yj). (IV.17)
A method with s stages can be represented represented by a “Butcher tableau”
c1 a11 a12 . . . a1s
c2 a21 a22 . . . a2s
...
...
...
...
cs as1 as2 . . . ass
b1 b2 . . . bs
indicating all the values of the coefficients aij, bi, and ci. The explicit methods
are those where the matrix a is strictly lower triangular, whereas implicit methods
include non-zero coefficients on and above the diagonal.
Explicit methods are synonyms for reduced computational cost (implementation
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based on s evaluation of f per time step) but these are generally unsuitable because
their region of absolute stability is relatively small. When multiphysics problem
include stiff components, implicit methods become more appropriate. The simplest
example of an implicit method is Backward Euler which is first-order, unconditionally
stable and non-oscillatory; but often, methods with higher-order p will be preferred
so that larger time step can be used while still achieving the same level of accuracy.
If the matrix a is full, then a single nonlinear system of size s × Nd needs to
be solved simultaneously for all Yi, which is a very expensive process that typically
dominates the overall computational costs. An important class of higher-order fully
implicit methods allow a significant reduction of these costs. For these so called
SDIRK methods, a is lower triangular with identical nonzero diagonal entries (aij = 0
for i < j and aii = γ) and s nonlinear systems of size Nd are solved sequentially for
the Yi instead (refer to Equation (IV.17)). More details on Runge-Kutta methods
can be found in [11].
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CHAPTER V
ALGORITHMS FOR CONTACT
This chapter describes solution algorithms to handle the nonlinearity in the me-
chanical problem formulation due to the contact conditions. Contact detection and
enforcement of the contact constraints are discussed in more detail in the next two
chapters, respectively.
The contact conditions given in Equation (II.9) introduce nonlinearity in the
continuum mechanics problem; this is solved using an iterative solution algorithm.
The typical approach to solve the contact problem is to introduce the concept of
active and inactive sets to distinguish between the set of vertices and associated
degrees of freedom describing the boundary of a body that is in contact, on the one
hand, and the ones that are not in contact on the other hand. The determination
of the actual contact interface, aka the active set, is performed using the following
iterative procedure that consists in two steps:
(i) In the first step, the active set is updated. This involves (a) searching for addi-
tional faces where contact conditions shall be enforced to prevent objects from
occupying the same space (i.e., non-penetration condition) and (b) ensuring
that the forces transmitted across the contact interface are compressive (i.e.,
verifying that there still is contact).
(ii) The second step deals with solving the mechanical equilibrium, taking into
account the contact conditions computed in the first step.
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V.1 Discretization of the continuum
For simplicity, we consider the mechanics problem only, independently of its
coupling to other physics components. First, we derive briefly the finite element
formulation for the continuum w ithout contact (refer to Chapter IV for more detail
on the linear elastic model).
We take the standard equilibrium equation governing the deformation of two
linear elastic bodies, labelled 1 and 2,
∇ · σ + ρb = 0 on Ω = Ω1 ∪ Ω2,
where σ = C : (u) is the stress tensor and ρb represent body forces (see Chapter II).
We prescribe Dirichlet (displacement) and Neumann (traction) boundary conditions:
u = ubd on Γ
D and σ · n = p on ΓN .
We derive the finite element matrix formulation in the usual fashion by multiply-
ing (component-wise) the equation above by test functions ϕi and integrating over
the whole domain. We obtainK1 0
0 K2

u1
u2
 =
f1
f2
 , (V.1)
where the unknown vector u contains the node displacements, the right-hand side f
represents body forces as well as surface traction
f∗[i] = 〈ϕi, ρb〉Ω∗ + 〈ϕi,p〉Ω∗∩ΓN (V.2)
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and the stiffness matrix K is defined by
K∗[i, j] = 〈ε(ϕi),σ(ϕj)〉Ω∗ , (V.3)
with ∗ ∈ {1, 2}.
We observe that K is block diagonal. Coupling between the two bodies will
be added later once we formulate the contact constraints. We also note that when
integrating by parts, we would obtain a term of the form 〈∇ϕi,σ(ϕj)〉Ω∗ but we
replaced it with the term involving the symmetric gradient ε(ϕi) :=
1
2
(∇ϕi+(∇ϕi)T )
instead of ∇ϕi. Due to the symmetry of the fourth-rank tensor C that relates stress
to strain (recall that σ = C : ε), the two terms are equivalent but the symmetric
version is more convenient to work with. In particular, it allows the use of the
preconditioned conjugate gradient method (see Chapters IV and VII).
V.2 Formulation of the contact constraints
V.2.1 Contact conditions in the normal direction
Assume that the two bodies come in contact with one another, then the classical
conditions for contact [46] state that
g · n ≥ 0
t · n ≤ 0
(g · n)(t · n) = 0
 on Γ
C ⊆ ∂Ω \ ΓD, (V.4)
where g ·n is a measure of the distance between the two objects at points on ΓC , the
domain boundary where contact is possible. −t · n represents the contact pressure.
We further split ΓC as follows: let ΓC,A be the actual contact zone and ΓC,I := ΓC\
ΓC,A its complement. We can rewrite the above equation as two different conditions
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to be verified on the disjoint surface areas
Contact is active: g · n = 0 and t · n < 0 on ΓC,A
Contact is inactive: g · n > 0 and t = 0 on ΓC,I
 . (V.5)
Equation (V.5) states that either the gap is closed and inward normal forces are
present where the two objects meet (non-adhesive contact) or that the objects are
not touching one another and no forces are transmitted.
The above equations are the conditions for no-penetration and no-adhesion. In
addition, the stress vectors acting on either side of the contact interface ΓC,A must
obey the action-reaction principle: t|∂Ω1 = −t|∂Ω2 at the points of contact. In the
case of frictionless contact, the tangential component of the traction (shear stresses)
is zero.
V.2.2 Friction model in the tangential direction
The mathematical condition in Equation (V.5) dictates the mechanical behavior
in the normal direction. Taken “as is”, i.e., without adding any further constraints in
the tangential direction, this would correspond to contact without friction between
the two bodies. It is often referred to as a “slip” condition. Another option would
consist in forbidding the relative motion of the two objects in the tangent plane at
points of contact. This is the so-called “stick” condition.
In summary, these are two limiting cases: for all points on the contact interface
ΓC,A, either
(i) slip case: g · n = 0 and t− (t · n)n = 0, or
(ii) stick case: g · n = 0 and g − (g · n)n = 0 which can be combined together to
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obtain the more simple and compact condition g = 0.
In both cases, the forces transmitted across the contact interface must be compressive
and the action-reaction principle applies, i.e. t · n < 0 and t|∂Ω1 = −t|∂Ω2 on ΓC,A.
Although being a rough approximation for the frictional behavior of the two con-
tacting bodies, the Coulomb friction model is widely used in the numerical simulation
of surface mechanical interaction. It prescribes when to trigger the change from stick
to slip condition as tangent contact stresses increase. There will be no slip at the
point of contact as long as the following condition holds
‖tt‖ ≤ µ‖tn‖.
Here, the surface traction has been broken up into normal and tangential components,
tn = (t · n)n and tt = t − tn. µ is a friction coefficient, an empirical property
that depends on materials properties. The quantity µ‖tn‖ represents the Coulomb
friction bound. When the tangential component of the traction ‖tn‖ exceeds this
critical value, sliding occurs.
In our dissertation work, we did not implement the Coulomb friction model and
all numerical examples presented in Chapter VIII are either with infinite friction
coefficient (the first results with direct elimination of the contact constraints, in Sec-
tions VIII.2.1 and VIII.2.2, fall into that category but the approach is later extended
to frictionless contact in Section VIII.2.3), or frictionless (those obtained using La-
grange multipliers in Section VIII.1 as well as the some of the results with direct
elimination).
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V.2.3 Discretization of the contact interface
The constraints equations depend greatly upon which representation we choose
for the actual contact interface ΓC,A. Arbitrarily, we designate Ω1 and Ω2 as master
and slave, respectively. Let ΓC,Am := ∂Ω1∩ΓC,A and ΓC,As := ∂Ω2∩ΓC,A be the contact
zones on both sides of the contact interface. A continuous description of the problem
would yield ΓC,A ≡ ΓC,Am ≡ ΓC,As , but, in general, ΓC,Am 6= ΓC,As holds for discretized
surfaces, because slave boundary faces are unlikely to be perfectly aligned with the
master ones and the two meshes will not match at the contact interface. For a unique
definition of the contact surface, one of the surfaces of the bodies in contact has to
be chosen as common surface. Here, we select the contact surface on the slave side,
ΓC,A := ΓC,As .
Then, we have to select how to apply the contact constraints: they can either be
fulfilled in a weak sense on faces or be enforced strongly at nodes. The first option
is somewhat more consistent with a finite element approach but the second may be
easier to implement. In our work, we will often refer to these two approaches as
”face-to-face” for the weak integral formulation and as ”node-to-face” for the strong
point-wise enforcement of the constraints, respectively. Note that after discretization
of the continuous bodies, it is nearly impossible to model perfect contact between the
two bodies, so whether the constraints are formulated in the strong or weak sense,
local penetrations will always be permitted.
We provide numerical examples for both approaches in Chapter VIII (results with
Lagrange multipliers are obtained with a face-to-face approach and results using
a direct elimination of the constraints are computed by means of a node-to-face
approach). Note that the choice face-to-face versus node-to-face actually has an
impact on the representation of the contact interface. The former considers ΓC,A as
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a collection of faces on the slave side, where the non-penetration condition has been
violated and constraints are formulated in response, whereas the later describes the
contact interface with a cloud of slave vertices. The implications of such a choice are
discussed further in Section V.2.5.
V.2.4 Concept of active and inactive sets
At this point, we introduce some notations needed in order to formulate a dis-
cretized version of the contact constraints and, more generally, to describe the solu-
tion algorithm.
Let S contain all the vertices on ΓC = ΓC,A ∪ ΓC,I . Our goal is to find the
correct subset A of S for which contact occurs. We call this the active set, and its
complement I := S \ A is the inactive set. By M we denote all vertices on the
master side of the contact interface and by N all the other ones.
Let us make here the connection with the face-to-face approach we described
previously. The active set then consists of all the vertices that support the slave
faces on the contact interface. It is even more straightforward for the node-to-face
approach, the element of A are exactly the same slave nodes used to describe ΓC,A.
We rewrite the problem discrete formulation for the two-body case in Equa-
tion (V.1) under the form

KNN1 K
NM
1 0 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 0 0
0 0 KAA2 K
AN
2
0 0 KNA2 K
NN
2


uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2

=

fN1
fM1
fA2
fN2

. (V.6)
(recall 1=master, 2=slave). Here, for simplicity all the elements of I have been
transferred into N , which now denotes more generally all vertices that are neither in
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A nor in M. Note that we have kept separated the degrees of freedom distributed
over the two different bodies, namely those contained in uN1 and in u
N
2 . The reason
is that we would like to preserve/emphasize the uncoupled nature of the system of
equations without the contact constraints.
The iterative strategy to find the active set A is described in Section V.3.1. But
first, we derive the constraints equations that couple the slave and master unknowns.
V.2.5 Constraints formulation
The contact constraints equations enforce the non-penetration condition at ver-
tices/on faces of the slave where that condition would not be satisfied otherwise. In
this section, we derive first the node-to-face and then the face-to-face formulations.
The latter seems a more natural choice with finite elements even if we will see that
the former also presents some advantages.
In the following, we consider the stick condition, i.e., g = 0 on ΓC,A. The
constraints formulation for the slip condition is similar, except that we would work
from a scalar projection of the condition in the direction of the normal, i.e., g ·n = 0
on ΓC,A. In both cases, we obtain a relation coupling the slave degrees of freedom
uA2 to the master ones u
M
1 .
V.2.5.1 Node-to-face formulation
Contact detection determines which slave nodes penetrate into the master body
and adds them to the active set A. For each slave node p ∈ A, we store the identity of
the master face onto which the node is projected, together with the local coordinates
of the contact point on that master face, ξp and ηp. Then, we use this information
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and write the no-slip contact condition:
x[p] =
∑
q∈Fp
C[p, q]x[q] ∀p ∈ A, (V.7)
where the coefficients C[p, q] are the values of the shape functions of the master at
the point of contact, i.e., C[p, q] = ϕq(ξp, ηp) (q is an index on the master nodes).
The subset Fp ⊂M contains the nodes of the master supporting the face on which
the slave node p displacement is constrained. x is the vector which contains all the
nodes coordinates in the current configuration of the two bodies.
Let us recall that x = X +u, with X referring to the nodes location in the initial
configuration and u giving their displacement. This allows us to rewrite the equation
(V.7) as follows
u[p] =
∑
q∈Fp
C[p, q]u[q] + d[p], (V.8)
where we introduced the displacement d required to bring the slave nodes from their
original position to the point of contact, i.e.,
d[p] =
∑
q∈Fp
C[p, q]X[q]−X[p]. (V.9)
We collect all constraint relationships in a matrix form, shown below,
uA2 = Cu
M
1 + d
A
2 . (V.10)
uA2 does not represent independent degrees of freedom any more and can be elimi-
nated using the above equation. In 3D, using eight-node hexahedral elements (hex8),
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|Fp| = 4 for all p ∈ A, so C is a matrix with four entries per row.

uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2

=

I 0 0
0 I 0
0 C 0
0 0 I


uN1
uM1
uN2
+

0
0
dA2
0

(V.11)
V.2.5.2 Face-to-face formulation
The previous strong point-wise condition g = 0 at slave nodes in the node-to-face
approach can be replaced by a weak integral condition
∫
ΓC,A
ϕg = 0 enforced on slave
faces, where component-wise multiplication (along each spatial direction) by a test
function ϕ ∈ V is implied. A natural choice for the discretized space V h consists
in keeping the nodal basis functions {ϕp}p∈A employed in a the FEM formulation of
the mechanics problem, Equation (V.1). The non-penetration condition is enforced
in a weak sense:
〈ϕp, g(ϕq)〉ΓC,A = 0 ∀(p, q) ∈ A× (A ∪M) (V.12)
yielding the equation
AuM1 −MuA2 = gA2 , (V.13)
where M is the mass matrix
M [p, q] = 〈ϕp,ϕq〉ΓC,A ∀(p, q) ∈ A2, (V.14)
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and A is the coupling matrix that connects slave and master degrees of freedom
A[p, q] = 〈ϕp,ϕq〉ΓC,A ∀(p, q) ∈ A×M. (V.15)
The vector g = (0, 0, gA2 , 0)
T is a measure of the gap between slave and master faces
in the initial configuration. Refer to Equation (V.11) for the meaning of the four
components in such a vector. It is given by
g[p] = 〈ϕp, X[p]−
∑
q∈Ep
A[p, q]X[q]〉ΓC,A ∀p ∈ A. (V.16)
Here, the subset Ep := {q ∈ M | A[p, q] 6= 0} contains the nodes of the master faces
overlapping with the basis shape function ϕp of slave. It involves evaluating the gap
function at all quadrature integration points of a face where contact is active. Ep is
determined when quadrature integration points on the slave faces that meet at node
p are projected onto master faces. It contains all the master nodes supporting the
faces onto which g mapped at least one quadrature point.
Eliminating the slave degrees of freedom
Some of the constraints enforcement techniques that are presented in Chapter VII
require inverting the relation in Equation (V.13) to obtain a direct expression of the
slave degrees of freedom uA2 as a linear combination of the master nodal displacements
uM1 . When assuming face-to-face contact, this implies inverting the mass matrix M ,
resulting in
uA2 = M
−1(AuM1 − gA2 ). (V.17)
M is sparse but M−1 is dense a priori. The solution strategy involves applying
(M−1A) and (M−1A)T multiple times to copy the master values to the slave or add
the slave to the master in vectors (cf. Section VII.2). Therefore, as a general rule, it
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is advangeous if the computational cost associated with evaluate their action on uA1
and uM2 , respectively, is reduced.
Connection with node-to-face
We can draw a parallel between the two formulations by remarking that the use of a
reduced quadrature rule when assembling the terms in Equation (V.13) yields back
the node-to-face formalism. If we employ a quadrature rule whose points are located
at the nodes, then the mass matrix M can be lumped, making the linear solve of
Equation (V.17) trivial. Furthermore, this approximation yields exactly the node-to-
face constraints presented earlier, in Equation (V.10). This proof is immediate if we
replace the integration over slave faces as a weighted sum over the special quadrature
points and observe that ϕp(xq) = δpq.
Primal-dual spaces
Wohlmuth et al. suggest to write the weak formulation of the non-penetration con-
dition on the dual space W instead of the primal V used in Equation (V.12), which
yields
〈ψp, g(ϕq)〉ΓC,A = 0 ∀(p, q) ∈ A× (A ∪M) (V.18)
Following [44], we introduce the dual basis shape functions {ψp}p∈A and take
advantage of the biorthogonality relation
〈ψp,ϕq〉ΓC,A = δpq〈1,ϕq〉ΓC,A ∀(p, q) ∈ A2, (V.19)
to derive a constraints that has the form
A∗uM1 −DuA2 = g∗A2 (V.20)
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where the matrix D is diagonal. Its entries are given by
D[p, p] = 〈1,ϕp〉ΓC,A ∀p ∈ A. (V.21)
In Equation (V.20), the matrix A∗ couples the nodal shape functions on the master
side and the dual basis functions on the slave side
A∗[p, q] = 〈ψp,ϕq〉ΓC,A ∀(p, q) ∈ A×M, (V.22)
and the vector g∗ for the initial gap is computed using
g∗[p] = 〈ψp, X[p]−
∑
q∈E∗p
A∗[p, q]X[q]〉ΓC,A ∀p ∈ A. (V.23)
Projecting the constraints onto the dual basis is advantageous since eliminating
the slave degrees of freedom become straightforward. It does not require the tedious
inversion of a mass matrix any more, it only involves inverting the diagonal entries
of D, according to
uA2 = D
−1(A∗uM1 − g∗A2 ). (V.24)
Summary
In this dissertation, we will often refer to Equation (V.13) as the general form
for the contact constraints, but most algorithms will be easily adjusted to work with
either type of contact constraints. We will see later in Chapter VII that only the
direct elimination approach will require M to be invertible.
V.3 Active set strategy
The concept of active and inactive sets has been introduced in the previous sec-
tion. This section deals with the determination of actual active set.
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V.3.1 Iterative approach
Mathematically, the iterative strategy to identify the actual contact interface can
be describe as follows: determine
ΓC,Ak+1 =
{
X ∈ ΓC,Ik | g · n ≤ 0
}
∪
{
X ∈ ΓC,Ak | t · n < 0
}
(V.25)
by iterating over k until convergence. At each iteration k, we compute the dis-
placement field u and we search among the points for which contact was inactive
the ones that violate the non-penetration condition if we move the mesh in accor-
dance with the solution. Similarly, among the points that were already in contact,
we identify those at which the transmitted force is no longer compressive (refer to
Equation (V.5)).
The iterative scheme to predict the correct active and inactive sets Ak+1 and Ik+1
is the following:
(0) Initialize A0 and I0 such that A0 ∪ I0 = S and A0 ∩ I0 = ∅.
Typically, compute:
A0 = {v ∈ S | g · n ≤ 0}
I0 = {v ∈ S | g · n > 0}
Set k = 0.
(1) Solve the problem with the active set Ak and the associated constraints (V.6)
and (V.12).
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(2) Update active and inactive sets.
Ak+1 = {v ∈ Ak | t · n > 0} ∪ {v ∈ Ik | g · n ≤ 0}
Ik+1 = {v ∈ Ak | t · n ≤ 0} ∪ {v ∈ Ik | g · n > 0}
(3) If Ak+1 = Ak and Ik+1 = Ik, then stop.
Otherwise set k = k + 1 and go to step (1).
The algorithm uses a discretized version of the update criterion in Equation (V.25)
for step (2), which is described in more details in the next subsection. The methods
to enforce the contact constraints at each iteration and compute the displacement
field uk in step(1) are discussed in Chapter VII.
V.3.2 Activating/deactivating a slave vertex or face
As a general rule, contact is activated where the non-penetration condition is
violated and deactivated if the contact forces are no longer compressive. In this
subsection we describe in more details how the active and inactive sets are updated
throughout the computation.
V.3.2.1 Case of node-to-face contact
For all inactive slave vertices, we want to compute the quantity gn = g ·n which
measures the distance between the two bodies. The gap function g maps points of the
possible contact boundary ΓCs of the slave surface to points of Γ
C
m on the master. In
particular, g projects any slave vertex/node x[p] onto faces of the master and returns
the closest point
∑
q∈Fp C[p, q]x[q], sitting on the master face that we mark as Fp.
Note that the normal vector n is not necessarily well-defined at the mesh vertices.
A possible alternative is to take the normal vector computed at its projection on Fp
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and make it point in the opposite direction. Nevertheless, what really matters in gn
is more the correctness of the sign than the accuracy of the value [46]. In the case of
penetration, gn(x[p]) ≤ 0 holds and we store the C[p, q] coefficients so that we can
formulate a new constraint for slave node p (refer to Equation (V.8)).
For all active slave vertices, we are interested in the contact pressure, which is
given by pn = −t · n. The surface traction t, by definition, is equal to C : ε(u)
dotted against n (i.e., t = σ · n). Unfortunately, since the strain is calculated as
a function of the displacement partial derivatives, which are discontinuous across
elements, t is undefined at the nodes of the mesh. But here also, only the sign of
contact pressure is really important, not its actual value. Hence, one option would
be to just look at the point force which we can obtain by adding the contributions
from all slave elements that have p as a vertex. Instead, in our implementation, we
take advantage of the action-reaction principle and perform the computation at the
contact point on the master side. It is convenient because we access Fp and C[p, q]
to obtain the normal vector anyway. If the contact pressure pn(x[p]) is found to be
negative, then we remove p from the active set and discard the associated contact
constraint.
In summary, once we have solved for the displacement uk field at iteration k, the
strategy to determine the next active and inactive sets is given in Algorithm 6.
V.3.2.2 Case of face-to-face contact
We proceed slightly differently: g, t, and n are evaluated at quadrature inte-
gration points instead of being computed at slave nodes. Integrals over slave face
elements ∂ΩF are performed using a numerical quadrature according to the formula
∫
∂ΩF
f(x)ds ≈
∑
q
f(xq)wq. (V.26)
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Algorithm 6 Strategy to update the active set in the node-to-face approach
initialize Ak+1 = Ik+1 = ∅
for all node p in inactive set Ik
compute gn(x[p])
if gn(x[p]) > 0 then
add p to Ak+1 (the node remains inactive)
else
add p to Ik+1 (activate the node)
end if
end for
for all node p in active set Ak
compute tn(x[p])
if tn(x[p]) ≤ 0 then
add p to Ak+1 (the node remains active)
else
add p to Ik+1 (deactivate the node)
end if
end for
wq are the weights of the quadrature rule and xq =
∑
p′∈F x[p
′]ϕp′(ξq, ηq) gives the
current location of the quadrature point q on the possible slave contact boundary.
(ξq, ηq) are local coordinates on ∂ΩF and p′ points to the slave nodes supporting the
face element. We purposefully use p′ and not p here to highlight that p′ are not the
slave nodes in contact, but the slave nodes supporting the slave faces (F) in contact.
Fortunately1 here is that, as long as we are not using a special quadrature rule
that has the integration points located at nodes p′ ∈ F , the normal vector and the
surface traction can be directly computed on the slave side. Note that even if only
four Gauss points are usually sufficient to integrate exactly when using piecewise
linear finite elements (which is standard for mechanics), it is recommended to use a
1This has its importance for parallel simulations, since it reduces communication cost. We do
not have to transfer data back and forth between the processor that owns the slave face and the
one(s) knowing about the master face(s) on which the quadrature points are projected onto.
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Gaussian quadrature rule of higher order for the contact terms [19]. This is mainly
due to the fact that integration points on the same slave face get projected onto
different master faces.
The strategy to update the active set is almost the same as for node-to-face except
that we loop over face elements instead of nodes and that we compute average values
for the gap and the normal traction instead of nodal values.
V.3.3 Efficiency and robustness
Here are a few essential questions regarding efficiency and robustness of our al-
gorithm:
• Does it converge to the solution?
• How fast is the convergence? Does it depend upon problem size?
• How efficient is the algorithm? (number of operations within an iteration of
the active set strategy, total number of iterations, memory used)
The first question is essential. Unfortunately, multibody contact problems do not
admit analytical solutions in general. In Sections VIII.2.1 and VIII.2.2, we revisited
two numerical examples that we found in the literature. In the first example with
the stacked cubes, we perform a convergence study using a reference solution on a
finer mesh to evaluate discretization errors. The second example, where a cylinder
is pressed onto a quasi-rigid brick, allows us to compare the computed stresses and
displacements against some analytical values.
We note that most problems are represented by a three-dimensional discretiza-
tion, leading to very large number of unknowns. The number of degrees of freedom
Nd grows inversely to the cube of the mesh size h. One of the biggest challenge
in computational contact mechanics is the detection of mesh inter-penetration and
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vertex/mesh overlap [46]. The contact search has to be performed numerous times
throughout the computation (one search per each step of the active set iteration and
a full active set iteration at each time or loading step) which calls for a robust and
efficient implementation of the search. The number of nodes and faces on the pos-
sible contact boundary ΓC is proportional to h−2 and, unless accelerated, projection
onto faces of the neighbor or search over all its volume elements for each of these
nodes and faces are O(h−2) and O(h−3) respectively. We present a fast a reliable
contact detection algorithm in Chapter VI which ensure that the update of the ac-
tive set does not dominate the time for computation. As a result, the bottleneck in
our computation is always the Krylov solver which is quite standard in multiphysics
problems.
Different techniques for enforcing contact constraints are discussed in Chap-
ter VII. These have advantages and disadvantages concerning efficiency, accuracy,
or robustness. For instance, when using the penalty method, small penalty values
induce imprecision, but the iterative solver will perform poorly if  is too high. With
Lagrange multipliers, the size of the linear systems is increased and additional effort
is needed for preconditioning. Also, the use of infinite friction coefficients, notably
with the direct elimination approach, raise a supplementary issue in convergence
analysis. In some cases, it requires the load to be applied gradually over several
steps.
V.3.4 Closing remarks
V.3.4.1 Strain-stress transformation rules
We have to move/update the mesh to after each active set iteration k to detect
whether any slave node or face that was previously inactive penetrates into the master
and must be activated in response. Yet, we actually perform all our computations in
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the initial configuration Ω0, which makes the computation much easier. If we were
not doing so, not only would we have to keep track of the history of the stress tensor
σk, but, more importantly, at the end of every step we would have to transfer it to the
new deformed domain Ωk before we can compute the next incremental displacement
∆uk+1.
Here, in short, is what would happen otherwise. At each iteration k, we would
be looking for ∆uk ∈ {w ∈ (H1(Ωk−1))3 | w = 0 on ΓD} such that
〈C : ε(∆uk), ε(ϕ)〉Ωk−1 = f(ϕ)− 〈σk−1, ε(ϕ)〉Ωk−1 (V.27)
for all test functions ϕ, and where the linear functional f on the right-hand-side
accounts for the body forces and the traction prescribed on ΓN . Then the stress
variable σk would be updated according to
σk = σk−1 +C : ε(∆uk) on Ωk−1, (V.28)
and it would be used in the next iteration k + 1 in the term 〈σk, ε(ϕ)〉Ωk as a
correction to the right-hand side forcing term. And here comes the complication:
σk was computed on Ωk−1 and it is defined with respect to the coordinate system
in that particular configuration of the two bodies. It needs to be transferred to the
distorted domain Ωk which involves [14] the infinitesimal rotation tensor ω(∆uk) :=
1
2
(∇u − (∇u)T ) describing the rotation due to the displacement increment ∆uk at
each point:
σk = ω(∆uk)T
[
σk−1 +C : ε(∆uk)
]
ω(∆uk) on Ωk. (V.29)
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V.3.4.2 Load stepping
In our dissertation work, some of the numerical examples in Chapter VIII using
the stick condition for contact (e.g., linear elastic cylinder pressed against a hard
brick or cladding deformation due to the thermal expansion of the pellets) require us
to apply the load in a stepwise fashion. We scale the forcing term (e.g., prescribed
pressure on the boundary or non-uniform temperature profile across the material)
by means of some load parameter κn that we increase in a series of small increments
until it reaches the desired final value. Assume we prescribed a surface load p on
ΓN . The nth step consists in determining the displacement un that satisfies
〈C : ε(un), ε(ϕ)〉Ω0 = 〈κnp,ϕ〉ΓN
〈g(un),ϕ〉ΓC,An = 0
 ∀ϕ. (V.30)
Whether solving for successive time or loading steps, we always make sure to compute
the nodal displacement with respect to the initial configuration of the bodies Ω0.
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CHAPTER VI
CONTACT DETECTION
This chapter presents an efficient and robust search algorithm that can be applied
to detect mesh interpenetration and vertex/mesh overlap in the context a contact
mechanics problem. The algorithm determines whether some point is located within
a given mesh or not. If the answer to that question is yes, the identity of the volume
element which contains that point together with its local coordinates in the frame of
reference of the element are returned.
The search for contact is a tedious task but it is an actual cornerstone in the solu-
tion strategy presented in Chapter V Detecting contact is trivial in one-dimensional
calculations but becomes quickly more complicated as the number of dimensions
increases, especially if efficiency and scalability considerations are brought into play.
In the context of fuel performance simulations, the geometry and topology of the
contact interface are rather simple. The fuel pellets of cylindrical shape are stacked
atop each other in the cladding tube. The interaction is hence limited to immediate
neighbors as defined by the initial configuration. In other words, besides the cladding
inner surface in the vicinity of a given pellet, one pellet in the stack may only come
into contact with the lower surface of the pellet above and the upper surface of the
one below.
In the light of this observation, a naive implementation of contact search to
determine whether one point, say, on top of a pellet penetrates into the pellet above,
would consist in checking whether that point lies inside any of the cells on the
neighboring pellet mesh. Unfortunately, not only the computational cost for the
request associated with a single point grows as meshes are refined and the number
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of cells increases, but also the number of requests itself augments rapidly, since it is
tied to the amount of vertices or integration points on all boundary elements on the
discretized surface of the pellet.
We cannot do much about the O(1/h2) = O(|S|) growth of the “number of
requests” as the grid is refined, but we can greatly improve the overall scalability
by controlling the cost of a single request. This can be achieved if we manage to
restrict the fine search over cells that are in the immediate surrounding by means of
a preliminary coarse filtering.
VI.1 Coarse parallel search
The aim of the coarse search is to inexpensively identify the subset of elements
that contains a given point. The idea behind is we want to restrict the fine local
search for a point to a small finite number of volume elements. We would like this
number to be relatively small, and, more particularly, we do not want it to increase
drastically as the meshes is refined.
VI.1.1 Partitioning the search domain
Traversing the entire mesh and searching for a point in each of the volume ele-
ments would be a computationally very expensive task. The key to accelerate the
search is space partitioning. We divide the physical space occupied by the mesh into
several non-overlapping subregions. Any point in the space can then be identified to
lie in only one and exactly one of the subregions.
The domain is partitioned using an octree representation. The bounding box of
the mesh (i.e., the smallest axis-aligned hyper-rectangle that contains it) is taken
as the initial search space and recursively divided into eight octants. Figure VI.1
shows an example with two levels of octree refinement. For a given maximum level of
refinement m, any octant is uniquely determined by the integer coordinate (x, y, z) ∈
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{0, . . . , 2m−1} of its back left lower corner node with respect to the octree coordinate
system and its depth of refinement (level l, 0 ≤ l ≤ m). Note that points are scaled
in each dimension to be positive integers such that all octants are cubes whose side
length is a power of two, and corner coordinates that are multiples of that side length.
Figure VI.1: Recursive subdivision of the mesh bounding box into octants.
All octants can be organized into a tree data structure, as represented in Fig-
ure VI.2. Only octants with no descendants are stored. These are the leaves of
the octree, covering the search domain with neither holes nor overlaps. The octant
leaves are sorted using a Z-curve which yields their Morton index. The Morton index
is simply calculated by interleaving the binary representations of the octant corner
point coordinate values, as illustrated in Table VI.1. Morton ordering (also known as
Z-ordering) is a simple way in which to optimize the usage of cache when accessing
localized areas of memory. We refer to [10] and [39] for more details on the properties
of octrees and Morton encoding. Connecting indices in ascending numerical order
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Figure VI.2: Corresponding octree to Figure VI.1. The leaves of the octree are
colored in orange. The number shown are Morton indices.
produces the Z-shaped space-filling curve that is plotted on Figure VI.3.
Table VI.1: Computing Morton indices for the children of the level-one octant with
corner point at (2, 0, 0) (lower left octant facing the reader in Figure VI.1), assuming
maximum depth is two. Corner point coordinates are given both in decimal and
binary bases.
Children location Corner point (x, y, z) Morton index
lower-left-back (2, 0, 0) ≡ (10, 00, 00) 001000 ≡ 8
lower-left-front (3, 0, 0) ≡ (11, 00, 00) 001001 ≡ 9
lower-right-back (2, 1, 0) ≡ (10, 01, 00) 001010 ≡ 10
lower-right-front (3, 1, 0) ≡ (11, 01, 00) 001011 ≡ 11
upper-left-back (2, 0, 1) ≡ (10, 00, 01) 001100 ≡ 12
upper-left-front (3, 0, 1) ≡ (11, 00, 01) 001101 ≡ 13
upper-right-back (2, 1, 1) ≡ (10, 01, 01) 001110 ≡ 14
upper-right-front (3, 1, 1) ≡ (11, 01, 01) 001111 ≡ 15
VI.1.2 Mapping between octants and mesh volume elements
We have seen in the previous section how to subdivide the search domain. Now,
we would like to identify what volume elements on the mesh are in the vicinity of
each of the subregions1 so that we will be able to restrict the fine search to these
1i.e., determine which elements intersect with which subregion.
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Figure VI.3: Space-filling Z-curve showing the total ordering of all the octree leaves.
elements. In other words, the goal is to associate leaf octants with mesh volume
elements.
We proceed as follows: For all mesh volume elements, we establish the list of
octree leaves that overlap with the element bounding box. That list may point to
one or several octants, depending on the location of the element and on how fine the
space partition is. Then, we invert the map in such a manner that each of the leaf
octants is matched with volume elements that had the octant listed.
The main thing as for search efficiency and scalability is to control the number
of volume elements by leaf octant. Ideally, we would ensure that it does not grow
excessively when meshes are made finer by adaptively subdividing further the octants.
Nevertheless, because of the relative uniformity in element size and shape in the
meshes we typically work with, we have only employed regular grids so far and used
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some heuristic2 to determine the refinement level of the octree. Figure VI.4 illustrates
the coarse filtering for a fuel pellet element of various levels of mesh refinement.
Figure VI.4: Searching for three random points over three pellet meshes, with re-
spectively, from left to right, 3705, 26146, and 183210 elements. The coarse search
indicates which volume elements could possibly contain the points.
VI.1.3 Coarse filtering
Subdividing space and mapping subregions to mesh volume elements can be seen
as an initial setup stage of the coarse search. It only needs to be done once as long
as the mesh does not change. The coarse search per se only consists in finding out
what subregion of space (octant leaf) the point is lying in and then reading the map
to see what elements are likely to contain it.
2The octree depth of refinement is chosen to be proportional to log2
⌈
N
1/3
e
⌉
, which ensures that
the ratio total number of volume elements Ne to number of octants is constant.
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Consider a point we would like to search for over some mesh that has been
partitioned into a collection of leaf octants before and suppose that all leaves are
maintained in sorted order. Identifying in which one of the subregions the point is
lying in is relatively easy. We first determine which octant of the maximum level
(l = m) contains the point, which only implies scaling the point coordinates in each
direction and truncating them to integers to obtain the octant corner point location
in the octree coordinate system. Next, we compute its Morton index and simply
perform a binary search over the sorted list of leaf octants which returns either
directly at the octant in the list with the same index if it exists or at its ancestor.
Figure VI.5 sums up the coarse search procedure. Computing in parallel with
distributed meshes make things somewhat more complicated but the strategy remains
the same. The ordered list of octants is distributed across processes that own the
mesh. We have to find out first what process has the mapping information and then
perform the fine search on processes that own the volume elements. involves two
stages3 of communication between processes for the coarse search before the actual
point-element test and communicating back the results.
VI.2 Local fine search
Once a subset of candidate elements has been determined by the coarse search,
the process is complete by a local fine search. The local fine search must address
the following problem: We would like to determine whether a given volume element
contains some point. Then, if the answer is “yes”, we need to know the location of
that point with respect to the coordinate system of that element. Since detecting
mesh overlap involves answering these questions over and over again, we understand
3First, forward the request to the processor which owns the octant leaf (containing the point
which is searched for) in order to be able to read the map, and, second, dispatch to the processors
which own the elements to perform the fine search.
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– subdivise space into octants
– build map octants to elements
find what
octant is the
point sitting in
read what
elements may
contain point
perform fine search
candidate point
point not
within mesh
bounding box
⇒ mesh does not contain point
no element
listed for that
octant
octant ID
element IDs
∅
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Figure VI.5: Flowchart illustrating the mesh level strategy to assess which volume
elements may contain a point.
that we truly need the search to be robust and efficient.
VI.2.1 Mapping points to the reference volume element
The conventional brute-force way to assess whether a point is contained within a
volume element is to directly compute the point coordinates in the frame of reference
in which the element is a cube of edge length 2 centered at the origin and check that
all of its coordinates lie between -1 and 1. This involves handling a system of 3
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coupled nonlinear equations.
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Figure VI.6: The regular hexahedron mapped onto some distorted volume element.
Figure VI.6 illustrates the three-dimensional mapping between the eight-node
hexahedral reference element and some “real” mesh volume element. The mapping
from local coordinates (ξ, η, ζ) to global coordinates (x, y, z) is given by the function
F : R3 → R3 such that

ξ
η
ζ
 7→

x
y
z
 = F (ξ, η, ζ) =

∑
i
xiϕi(ξ, η, ζ)∑
i
yiϕi(ξ, η, ζ)∑
i
ziϕi(ξ, η, ζ)
 ,
where (xi, yi, zi) are the global coordinates of node i, and ϕi : R3 → R the associ-
ated linear shape function, as indicated in Table VI.2. The Jacobian matrix of the
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Table VI.2: Numbering of the nodes in the regular hexahedron and associated shape
functions.
i (ξi, ηi, ζi) ϕi(ξ, η, ζ)
0 (−1,−1,−1) 0.125(1− ξ)(1− η)(1− ζ)
1 (+1,−1,−1) 0.125(1 + ξ)(1− η)(1− ζ)
2 (+1,+1,−1) 0.125(1 + ξ)(1 + η)(1− ζ)
3 (−1,+1,−1) 0.125(1− ξ)(1 + η)(1− ζ)
4 (−1,−1,+1) 0.125(1− ξ)(1− η)(1 + ζ)
5 (+1,−1,+1) 0.125(1 + ξ)(1− η)(1 + ζ)
6 (+1,+1,+1) 0.125(1 + ξ)(1 + η)(1 + ζ)
7 (−1,+1,+1) 0.125(1− ξ)(1 + η)(1 + ζ)
transformation is
JF (ξ, η, ζ) =

∂x
∂ξ
∂x
∂η
∂x
∂ζ
∂y
∂ξ
∂y
∂η
∂y
∂ζ
∂z
∂ξ
∂z
∂η
∂z
∂ζ

,
which can be written in terms of the shape functions as
JF (ξ, η, ζ) =

∑
i
∂ϕi
∂ξ
xi
∑
i
∂ϕi
∂η
xi
∑
i
∂ϕi
∂ζ
xi
∑
i
∂ϕi
∂ξ
yi
∑
i
∂ϕi
∂η
yi
∑
i
∂ϕi
∂ζ
yi
∑
i
∂ϕi
∂ξ
zi
∑
i
∂ϕi
∂η
zi
∑
i
∂ϕi
∂ζ
zi

.
We are interested in the inverse transformation that maps global coordinates (x, y, z)
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back to (ξ, η, ζ). We define the residual vector R as
R(ξ, η, ζ) =

∑
i
xiϕi − x∑
i
yiϕi − y∑
i
ziϕi − z
 .
For simplicity of notation, let us also refer to the reference and global coordinates as
Ξ and X, respectively. Given X, Ξ is solution of
R(Ξ) = 0, (VI.1)
which we solve by means of the standard Newton-Raphson method
Ξn+1 = Ξn − J−1F (Ξn)R(Ξn). (VI.2)
We pick an initial guess Ξ0 and iterate over n until convergence. Finally, we check
whether Ξ ∈ [−1,+1]3 and conclude whether the point lies inside the volume element
or not.
Unfortunately, convergence is not guaranteed and a strategy that would consist
in systematically attempting to map points to the reference volume will lead to
disaster4. In the following subsection, we describe two common techniques to reduce
the chances of having Newton failing.
4It would force us to impose some maximum number of Newton steps and consider that non-
convergence is synonym for point not contained in the volume element, which means a lot of
iterations for nothing...
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VI.2.2 Initial guess and bounding box
It is well known that a poor choice of initial point Ξ0 may lead to the non-
convergence of the algorithm. Thus it is essential that we start the Newton iteration
with an initial guess that is reasonably close to the true solution. To obtain a good
estimate, we determine the vector from the element centroid, O = F (0, 0, 0), to the
point X, and we multiply it by the inverse of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at O,
i.e.
Ξ0 = J−1F (0, 0, 0)(X −O).
Also we spare ourselves the trouble of trying to map points for which we can
readily tell it is obvious they are not within the volume element. It is pointless
to run the newton iteration for a point if its global coordinates along each of the
three axes are not bounded by the extrema of all the nodes coordinates in the same
direction. Mathematically, it means that we want to make sure that the point we
consider verifies
X ∈ [min
i
xi,max
i
xi]× [min
i
yi,max
i
yi]× [min
i
zi,max
i
zi].
Geometrically, it can be seen as us testing whether X is contained within the bound-
ing box associated to the volume element, as shown in Figure VI.7, the bounding
box being the smallest axis-aligned rectangular parallelepiped in which the nodes
supporting the element are enclosed.
Combining both a good initial guess and the bounding box check is a good de-
cision since it is relatively inexpensive and improves efficiency. More importantly it
considerably decreases the rate of occurrence of failure when performing the inverse
nonlinear mapping (Newton iteration in Equation VI.2). However, this still does
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Figure VI.7: Axis-aligned bounding box.
not meet our expectations in term of robustness. As it turns out, cases where the
volume element is not even that distorted but where the point sits far in one corner
of the bounding box can severely challenge Newton’s method. Adding a line search
to the algorithm does not resolve the convergence issues. A common trick used by
video games developers to address that is to rotate the bounding box and have it
oriented such that it fits more closely to the element. The thought behind this is
that the challenging points are away from the element and we should not have tried
to map them in the first place. We propose a similar idea that we present in the
next subsection.
VI.2.3 Bounding polyhedron
After applying the displacement field to the mesh, the four nodes supporting a
face of the hexahedron do not necessarily lie in the same geometric plane any more
and form a tetrahedron. The face of the distorted volume element lie somewhere
inside that tetrahedron. Among the four triangular faces the tetrahedron consists of,
we select the pair “above” the face of the volume element which will help us construct
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a tight bounding envelope for the element that we call bounding polyhedron. If the
nodes are coplanar, then it doesn’t matter what pair of triangles we keep. Figure VI.8
illustrates how the real element face is trapped between two pairs of triangular faces.
0
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x
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x
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z
Figure VI.8: Mapping of one of the faces of the regular hexahedron. The real dis-
torted face is contained in a tetrahedron which is flat if the four nodes supporting
the face are coplanar. The triangular faces of the tetrahedron have been paired and
moved aside for visualization purposes.
Thus, the bounding polyhedron, shown in Figure VI.9, consists of twelve oriented
triangular faces (two triangles per face times six faces in the hexahedron). For each
of the triangular faces, we take the vector pointing from the triangle centroid to the
point and compute its dot product with the normal to the triangle. The sign tells
us right away whether the point should be discarded. If all of the tests are passed,
then the point lies within in the bounding polyhedron and we perform the mapping
onto the reference element.
The computational cost associated to the bounding polyhedron test is minimal
but it does a spectacular job at filtering the points by discarding the ones that were
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Figure VI.9: Bounding polyhedron.
causing trouble with the Newton iteration. In any case, it totally eliminates the
non-convergence issues.
VI.2.4 Algorithm for the fine search
The main steps in the fine search process are summarized in Figure VI.10. Map-
ping global to local involve a nonlinear solve with Newton’s iteration. The bounding
box and bounding polyhedron tests ensure that this is done as a last resort, and,
hence reduce the overall computational cost of the search.
Originally, we developed that algorithm a tool to interpolate solution fields on
meshes. This is especially useful to post-process the finite element solution since, a
priori, we cannot approximate the field at a point unless we know where it is located
on the mesh. The first application of the search after it was implemented was data
transfer between models.
Projecting back to the surface a point which is found within a boundary element
is straightforward, and except for frictionless contact, it can be argued whether larger
displacement increments, which would make surface points penetrate deeper into the
foreign body, should be allowed or not. If allowed, then we eventually end up with
the same initial problem of finding the minimum distance projection of a point onto
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a collection of faces, which, unless accelerated, is O(1/h2). We stress the fact that,
although this algorithm pairs up particularly well with a node-to-face approach, it
is not suitable when using face-to-face since it does not evaluate positive values of
the gap width gn, which would almost inevitably occur for a number of quadrature
points. We note that, for the same reason, the approach presented in this chapter
probably would not be the best choice if a model of heat transfer between bodies
sensitive to gn is included, because the width of the open gap would then need to be
eventually computed.
Along the same lines of the acceleration that we propose here, the key in order
to significantly reduce the cost of a single evaluation of gn as h decreases consists
in controlling the number of projection attempts onto master faces for a given slave
node or face. The search is limited to immediate neighbors in the initial configuration
(or the list of plausible candidates for interaction can be updated in the course the
simulation if the need arises).
VI.3 Numerical results for the parallel search
We test the parallel scalability of the proposed search algorithm. We carry out
strong and weak scaling studies up to 32 processors. We use a cylindrical mesh
representing a fuel pellet with radius 4.095 mm and height 10 mm. The mesh contains
1,245,184 elements, and we search for 3,200,000 points, randomly distributed in the
mesh. Having in mind a contact detection problem for pellet-clad interaction, we
also measure the time needed, not only to interpolate these points in the mesh but
also project then back onto the outer boundary.
Figure VI.11 shows how the runtime decreases as the number of processors is
increased for a fixed problem size and Figure VI.12 gives the strong scaling efficiency
for our search algorithm (i.e., sum parallel coarse and local fine search runtimes) as
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well as the interpolation and projection applications. Search and interpolation scale
well.
For the weak scaling study, we use the same geometry but with different levels of
resolution. The number of elements is doubled each time the number of processors
is doubled, starting at 38,912 elements on one processors, up to 1,245,184 elements
on 32 processors. Figure VI.13 indicates how the runtime varies with the number of
processors for a problem size per processor that is kept to be roughly the same and
Figure VI.14 plots the computed weak scaling efficiency. We observed that projection
and interpolation operations scale extremely well. The initial search degrades sig-
nificantly. However, in situation where the meshes between the physics components
are fixed, this penalty occurs only once, at the initialization phase of the simulation.
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Figure VI.10: Flowchart representing the element level algorithm to determine
whether a given hex8 element contains a point.
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Figure VI.11: Strong scaling study: Run times
Figure VI.12: Strong scaling study: Efficiency
Figure VI.13: Weak scaling study: Run times
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Figure VI.14: Weak scaling study: Efficiency
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CHAPTER VII
CONSTRAINTS ENFORCEMENT
In this Chapter, we discuss different techniques to incorporate the contact con-
straints into the variational formulation of the mechanics problem. We give first an
overview of the two methods most commonly used by codes that are able to handle
contact, namely the Lagrange multipliers and the penalty methods [46]. Then, we
present another option to enforce contact that consists in a direct elimination of the
constraints.
Consider two bodies, labelled 1 and 2, coming in contact. Arbitrarily, body 1 is
designated as master and body 2 as slave. For simplicity, we leave aside other physics
components and focus on the mechanics of contact. We have seen in Chapter V that
the vector of nodal displacements u is solution of the linear system:

KNN1 K
NM
1 0 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 0 0
0 0 KAA2 K
AN
2
0 0 KNA2 K
NN
2


uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2

=

fN1
fM1
fA2
fN2

(V.6)
where Ki are stiffness matrices and fi right-hand-side load vectors for body i, i ∈
{1, 2}. The system is block-diagonal and coupling between bodies is given by the
contact constraints which have been written in the form
AuM1 −MuA2 = gA2 . (V.13)
A is the set of “active” slave vertices located on the contact interface. Their dis-
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placement uA2 is constrained by the master faces supported by vertices in M. N
contains all the other vertices. A is a coupling matrix , M a mass matrix, and gA2 a
vector giving a measure of the gap between the two bodies.
VII.1 Optimization techniques commonly used
VII.1.1 Penalty method
A classical optimization technique is the penalty method, which prescribes that
we add the following surface traction term on contact interface ΓC,A:
t = n(g · n)n+ t(g − (g · n)n), ∀X ∈ ΓC,A, n, t > 0.
Here, t has been broken up into its normal and tangential components.
The penalty parameter in normal direction n can be seen as the stiffness of an
imaginary spring that gets compressed as a point penetrates into a foreign body
and pushes back against it towards the surface. The point penetration depth de-
pends upon n and the constraint equation is only fulfilled in the limit as n → ∞.
Conversely, n = 0 represents the unconstrained problem.
Its tangential counterpart, t, is holding back the slip motion of the point in the
contact tangent plane. We distinguish to limiting cases: (i) t → ∞ which means
that the point sticks to the other body and is unable to move in a tangential direction.
(ii) t = 0 that corresponds to the total absence of friction forces, when the point is
free to slide in the tangential plane of the contact area.
For simplicity, we assume either an isotropic penalty n = t =  (stick) or t = 0
and n =  (slip).
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
KNN1 K
NM
1 0 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 + A
TA −ATM 0
0 −A KAA2 + M KAN2
0 0 KNA2 K
AA
2


uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2

=

fN1
fM1 + A
TgA2
fA2 − gA2
fN2

(VII.1)
We can derive a symmetric version of (VII.1) if write the constraints given in
Equation (V.13) under the form AuM1 −MuA2 = dA2 , with C = M−1A and dA2 =
M−1gA2 ,

KNN1 K
NM
1 0 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 + C
TC −CT 0
0 −C KAA2 +  KAN2
0 0 KNA2 K
AA
2


uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2

=

fN1
fM1 − CTdA2
fA2 + d
A
2
fN2

(VII.2)
An obvious advantage of the penalty method over the Lagrange multipliers strat-
egy is that it does not introduce any additional equations. Unfortunately, it is also
well-known that the method suffers from ill-conditioning that worsens as the penalty
values increase [7], while, as stated before, constraints are satisfied exactly only in
the limit of infinite penalty values.
VII.1.2 Lagrange multipliers
Another approach to include the contact constraints into the variational problem
consists in introducing an additional variable, namely the Lagrange multiplier λ, and
interpreting it as the reaction forces exerted by the cladding onto the pellets when
contact becomes active. Looking back at the mechanics in the problem formulation
we gave previously, cf. subsection 2.3, and assuming, say, no-slip conditions, we
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prescribe the following on the contact interface:
t|∂Ω2 = λ
t|∂Ω1 = −λ
g = 0
 , ∀X ∈ Γ
C,A.
The first two equations enforce the action-reaction principle and we treat them
as additional boundary conditions. The third one describes the non-penetration
condition and actually involves supplementary equations in the variational form of
the problem.

KNN1 K
NM
1 0 0 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 0 0 A
T
0 0 KAA2 K
AN
2 −MT
0 0 KNA2 K
NN
2 0
0 A −M 0 0


uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2
λA2

=

fN1
fM1
fA2
fN2
gA2

(VII.3)
This turns our problem into a saddle point problem and has several implications
that make the solution process somewhat more laborious. First, not only has the
size of the system we want to solve increased, but it also changes at every active
set iteration as A is updated. Second, the iterative solution of such saddle problems
often performs poorly without proper preconditioning [5].
VII.2 A direct approach to enforce constraints
We have reviewed two optimization methods that can be used for contact prob-
lems and have discussed briefly their respective advantages and drawbacks. Never-
theless, the constraints equation may also be enforced directly when contact occurs.
In this section, we first present the direct elimination procedure, then demonstrate
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that it produces the same solution as the Lagrange multiplier method, and finally
give details on its implementation.
VII.2.1 Direct elimination
Assume no-slip conditions (i.e., infinite friction coefficient) on the contact inter-
face ΓC,A. We may express the displacements u|Ω2 on the slave side of ΓC,A as a
function of the displacements on the master side u|Ω1 , i.e.,
∀X ∈ ΓC,A, g = 0 ⇒ u|∂Ω2 = u|∂Ω1 +X|∂Ω1 −X|∂Ω2 . (VII.4)
As a result, we should be able to eliminate all degrees of freedoms associated with the
slave nodal displacements, hence reducing the number of unknowns in the problem.
In addition, we would like to perform the elimination in such a manner that the
symmetry and positive definiteness of the mechanics discretization is not altered [46].
This gives a significant advantage over the two methods we presented previously since
it allows us to keep on using classical, well-established preconditioners.
We express the displacements of the slave nodes uA2 as linear combination of the
master nodes displacements uM1
uA2 = Cu
M
1 + d
A
2 . (VII.5)
If we consider node-to-face contact, matrix C has four non-zero entries by line corre-
sponding to the values of the shape functions at the point of contact on the master
quadrilateral face, and vector dA2 is the displacement/shift bringing the slave node
from its original position to the point of contact. If, instead, we consider face-to-
face contact, multiplying some vector by the matrix C and adding the vector d to
another vector involve inverting the mass matrix M . Indeed, Equation (V.6) yields
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C = M−1A and dA2 = −M−1gA2 (refer to Chapter V for more detail on the different
types of constraints).
Anyway, uA2 entries are not degrees of freedom of our problem any more and
the vector of unknown nodal displacements can be reduced to (uN1 , u
M
1 , u
N
2 )
T . We
introduce the matrix Q such that

uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2

=

I 0 0
0 I 0
0 C 0
0 0 I

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Q

uN1
uM1
uN2
+

0
0
dA2
0

=

uN1
uM1
CuM1 + d
A
2
uN2

, (VII.6)
and we plug it into Equation (V.6), which yields

KNN1 K
NM
1 0 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 0 0
0 0 KAA2 K
AN
2
0 0 KNA2 K
NN
2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
K
Q

uN1
uM1
uN2
 =

fN1
fM1
fA2
fN2

−K

0
0
dA2
0

. (VII.7)
As is often the case with mechanics, we like to keep matrices symmetric, so we
multiply both sides of the above equation from the left by QT and obtain
QTKQ

uN1
uM1
uN2
 = QT


fN1
fM1
fA2
fN2

−K

0
0
dA2
0


. (VII.8)
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We develop the above equation and derive the reduced form of the system

KNN1 K
NM
1 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 + C
TKAA2 C C
TKAN2
0 KNA2 C K
NN
2


uN1
uM1
uN2
 =

fN1
fM1 + C
TfA2 − CTKAA2 dA2
fN2 −KNA2 dA2
 ,
(VII.9)
or K∗u∗ = f ∗.
VII.2.2 Quick proof that both Lagrange multipliers method and direct elimination
lead to the same solution
Clearly, the first row of Equations (VII.3) and (VII.9) are identical. Let us invert
the relation in fifth row of Equation (VII.3). It yields a direct expression of the slave
nodal displacements uA2 as a linear combination of the master degrees of freedom u
M
1
uA2 = M
−1 (AuM1 + gA2 ) ≡ CuM1 + dA2 .
When substituted into the fourth row of of Equation (VII.3), it produces
KAN2 Cu
M
1 +K
NN
2 u
N
2 = f
N
2 −KNA2 dA2 ,
which is exactly the third row of (VII.9). When used in the third row of (VII.3),
uA2 = Cu
M
1 + d
A
2 gives
KAA2
(
CuM1 + d
A
2
)
+KAN2 u
N
2 −MTλA2 = fA2 ,
from which the Lagrange multipliers values λA2 can be obtained
λA2 = M
−T (KAA2 CuM1 +KAA2 dA2 +KAN2 uN2 − fA2 ) .
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We replace into the second row of (VII.3)
KMN1 u
M
1 +K
MM
1 u
M
1 + A
TM−T
(
KAA2 Cu
M
1 +K
AA
2 d
A
2 +K
AN
2 u
N
2 − fA2
)
= fM1 .
We recognize that ATM−T = (M−1A)T = CT and write
KMN1 u
M
1 +K
MM
1 u
M
1 + C
TKAA2 Cu
M
1 + C
TKAN2 u
N
2 = f
M
1 + C
TfA2 − CTKAA2 dA2 ,
which we identify as the second row of (VII.9). The proof is compete.
VII.2.3 Implementation of the direct elimination procedure
Here, we describe the implementation of an elegant and efficient procedure for
the direct elimination of constantly evolving constraints into a system of equations,
which was suggested by Rahul Sampath from the AMP group. It has not been
published yet.
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Algorithm 7 Modified PCG algorithm
1: f ← f −Kd
2: us0 ← Cum0
3: r0 ← f −Ku0
4: rm0 ← rm0 + CT rs0
5: rs0 ← 0
6: z0 ←M−1r0
7: zs0 ← Czm0
8: p0 ← z0
9: for j ← 0, 1, 2, . . . do
10: wj ← Kpj
11: wmj ← wmj + CTwsj
12: wsj ← 0
13: αj ← r
T
j zj
pTj wj
14: uj+1 ← uj + αjpj
15: rj+1 ← rj − αjwj
16: if rj+1 “sufficiently small” then break end if
17: zj+1 ←M−1rj+1
18: zsj+1 ← Czmj+1
19: βj ← r
T
j+1zj+1
rTj zj
20: pj+1 ← zj+1 + βjpj
21: end for
Algorithm 7 gives the pseudocode to solve the contact problem K∗u∗ = f ∗. It uses
a modified version of preconditioned conjugate gradient method, which differs from
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the standard implementation of PCG (refer to Algorithm 4) essentially in two places:
(a) evaluation of the matrix-vector product, and (b) application of the preconditioner.
Any standard implementation of PCG will provide hooks for the user to imple-
ment their matrix-vector product and preconditioner. Let us describe how these
need to be defined so that the procedure can be used with any implementation of
PCG. Then, let us explain what needs also to be done before and after the Krylov
iteration. Note that we can apply the same procedure with other iterative methods
such as GMRES or BiCGStab.
VII.2.3.1 Reduced operator K∗
The iterative solution of the linear system (VII.9) only requires the matrix-vector
product 
rN1
rM1
rN2
 =

KNN1 K
NM
1 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 + C
TKAA2 C C
TKAN2
0 KNA2 C K
NN
2


uN1
uM1
uN2

but the reduced matrix K∗ does not need to be constructed. Below is the procedure
to evaluate r∗ = K∗u∗ at each iteration. For simplicity1, we have dropped the body
indices.
1) copy master to slave uA = CuM
i.e., u =

uN1
uM1
CuM1
uN2

1Making a distinction between the two bodies is useful to emphasize the uncoupled nature
of Equation (V.6) if no further constraints from contact are added (i.e., apart from (V.13)), but
uN1 and u
N
2 are regarded as being essentially the same thing for all the constraints enforcement
techniques we present in this chapter. They represent degrees of freedom/nodes that are neither in
M nor in A, so we may as well write u = (uN , uM, uA)T and u∗ = (uN , uM)T . Extra body indices
complicate unnecessarily the notation in this section.
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2) apply mechanics operator r = Ku
i.e., r =

KNN1 u
N
1 +K
NM
1 u
M
1
KMN1 u
N
1 +K
MM
1 u
M
1
KAA2 Cu
M
1 +K
AN
2 u
N
2
KNA2 Cu
M
1 +K
NN
2 u
N
2

3) add slave to master rM = rM + CT rA
i.e., r =

KNN1 u
N
1 +K
NM
1 u
M
1
KMN1 u
N
1 +K
MM
1 u
M
1 + C
TKAA2 Cu
M
1 + C
TKAN2 u
N
2
KAA2 Cu
M
1 +K
AN
2 u
N
2
KNA2 Cu
M
1 +K
NN
2 u
N
2

4) set slave to zero rA = 0
i.e., r =

KNN1 u
N
1 +K
NM
1 u
M
1
KMN1 u
N
1 + (K
MM
1 + C
TKAA2 C)u
M
1 + C
TKAN2 u
N
2
0
KNA2 Cu
M
1 +K
NN
2 u
N
2

It is convenient to work with the full vectors u and r instead of their reduced version.
For that purpose, we zero out the slave component of r in the last step, so that the
norms and inner-product computed in the iterative solution are not affected by the
unwanted rA2 entries.
In practice, we define the action of the matrix on vectors to be the successive ap-
plication of 2), 3), and 4) whereas 1) goes to the preconditioner. Another subroutine
needs to be implemented as well for the enforcement of constraints, namely
5) add shift to slave uA = uA + dA
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i.e., u =

uN1
uM1
uA2 + d
A
2
uN2

2) is provided by the regular mechanics operator on the two bodies. 1), 3), 4), and
5) are implemented in the contact operator.
VII.2.3.2 Reduced right-hand-side f ∗
In order to form the reduced version of the right-hand side f ∗, we add an extra
pre-processing step where we do
(i) f = f −Kd
or v = 0, vA = vA + dA, w = Kv, and f = f − w where v and w are two
auxiliary vectors.
i.e., f =

fN1
fM1
fA2 −KAA2 dA2
fN2 −KNA2 dA2

(ii) fM = fM + CTfS
i.e., f =

fN1
fM1 + C
TfA2 − CTKAA2 dA2
fA2 −KAA2 dA2
fN2 −KNA2 dA2

(iii) fS = 0
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i.e., f =

fN1
fM1 + C
TfA2 − CTKAA2 dA2
0
fN2 −KNA2 dA2

In practice, in order to have the initial residual r0 properly computed in the
Krylov subspace method, we also need to do.
(iv) uS0 = Cu
M
0
i.e., u0 =

u0
N
1
u0
M
1
Cu0
M
1
u0
N
2

And here we understand why body indices are not always handy to work with...
r0 = f −MatVec(u0), rM0 = rM0 + CT rA0 , and rA0 = 0 i.e., r0 =

r0
N
1
r0
M
1
Cu0
M
1
r0
N
2

VII.2.3.3 Solution u
Similarly, we add a final post-processing step after iterative solution to recover u
from u∗
(v) uA = CuM
i.e., u =

uN1
uM1
CuM1
uN2

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(vi) uA = uA + dA
i.e., u =

uN1
uM1
CuM1 + d
A
2
uN2

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CHAPTER VIII
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this Chapter, we perform numerical tests for contact problems using the
Lagrangian-multipliers approach and the method based on a direct elimination of
constraints. When using Lagrange multipliers, a fully coupled thermo-mechanical
problem is solved. Demonstration for the direct elimination method is carried out
by considering only the mechanics problem but its extension to a fully coupled prob-
lem is similar to that of the Lagrange multipliers technique.
VIII.1 Fully coupled results using Lagrange multipliers for contact
Here, we provide two numerical examples using Lagrange multipliers to enforce
constraints at the contact interface. The first one consists in a single fuel pellet com-
ing into contact with its protective cladding, treating the latter as a rigid body, while
the second one introduces contact between multiple deformable bodies. We tackle
the problem using modern numerics, in the manner of [34], with a Newton-based
monolithic strategy to handle both nonlinearities (coming from the temperature-
dependence of the fuel thermal conductivity for instance) and coupling between the
various physics components (gap conductance sensitive to the clad-pellet distance,
thermal expansion coefficient or Youngs modulus affected by temperature changes,
etc.).
VIII.1.1 Single pellet with rigid cladding
We propose a first test problem to demonstrate how Lagrange multipliers can
be used to enforce contact. Our model of the LWR nuclear fuel rod consists of a
single cylindrical UO2 pellet placed within the Zircaloy cladding tube, as depicted
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in Figure VIII.1. We assume a constant uniform heat source and postulate that
the cladding behaves as a rigid undeformable body. The latter assumption turns
the search for contact into a simple test: to determine whether the non-penetration
condition is violated at some point on the outer surface of the pellet, we only have
to compare its radial position on the displaced mesh against the clad radius, Rclad.
Furthermore, we ignore the frictional forces between fuel and cladding.
z
r
Rfuel
Rclad
L/2L/2
Ω(2-D)
Ω(3-D)
Figure VIII.1: Problem geometry for the single pellet test case.
We consider both cases, no clad (gap is always open and constraints are inac-
tive) and closed gap as shown on Figure VIII.2, respectively in Figure VIII.2b and
Figure VIII.2c. Figure VIII.2a shows the initial mesh, before applying the solution
displacement field. Although the problem does not use physical properties, the goal
of this test case is to demonstrate the ability to constrain the expansion of the pel-
let. The deformations are exaggerated through the material mechanical properties.
Lame´ parameters1 λ = (Eν)/((1 + ν)(1 − 2ν)) and µ = E/(2(1 + ν)) are set equal
1A simple expression of the stress is given by σij = λδijkk + 2µij .
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to 1 and the coefficient of expansion α is used as a parameter to control the swelling
cylindrical body.
Figure VIII.2b represents the case where no constraints are present. The solution
Lagrange multiplier is zero over all the domain since there is no contact. The solution
temperature presents a parabolic profile from the hotter centerline to the colder
outer surface of the pellet and the resulting differential thermal expansion in the
r-direction yields the famous hour-glass shape that we recognize on the displaced
mesh. Boundary conditions are uz|r=0 = 0 and ur|z=0 = 0.
On Figure VIII.2c, however, contact will be active when r + ur ≥ Rclad. The
swelling in the radial direction is now constrained and we notice the reaction forces
exerted by the surrounding clad onto the outer surface of the fuel element. With a
frictionless contact hypothesis, only the normal component of the surface traction is
transmitted through the contact interface, the pellet is free to slip in the tangential
direction and consequently expands further along the z-axis.
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(a) Initial configuration of the single pellet.
(b) Gap is open, they are no constraints.
(c) Gap is closed, swelling is constrained in the radial direction.
Figure VIII.2: Numerical results with a single pellet. The color on the 2D slices
(left) depicts the Lagrange multiplier and arrows show the displacement field. The
3D bodies give the material temperature.
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VIII.1.2 Multiple pellets test case
We consider now a multiple-body problem where a number of Uranium dioxide
pellets are stacked atop of each other. The surrounding protective cladding is still
handled as a rigid body. We give the problem geometry in Figure VIII.3 and show
some sample results in Figure VIII.4 for five pellets alternatively without and with
obstacles in both the r and z directions. On the upper part of the latter figure, the
coloration depicts the displacement field magnitude. We consider here the case were
no cladding is present, i.e., the swelling is not restricted in the positive z direction
as well as along the pellet radius. In the middle graph, we give the temperature
distribution within the five pellets. As can be seen from the figure, we added an
obstacle that restricts swelling along the z-axis. The bottom subfigure shows the
axial Lagrange multipliers, accounting for reaction forces at contact interface between
pellets. Here the cladding activates contact in the r direction as well.
z
r
Rfuel
Rclad
Figure VIII.3: Multibody contact problem geometry.
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Figure VIII.4: Sample results with multiple pellets. The three figures correspond
to three different scenarios, respectively, from top to bottom, with no restrictions
to the expansion of the pellet stack, then adding an obstacle to the growth along
the z axis, and finally setting constraints both along the z and r directions. The
coloration depicts the displacement magnitude (top), temperature (middle), and
axial compression forces (bottom). Note that the magnitude of the displacement
field was magnified for visual purposes.
VIII.2 Contact with direct elimination of constraints
In Section VIII.1, we have been able to obtain a fully coupled solution of the
coupled heat transport and thermo-mechanical contact for multiple pellets, but the
cladding was always treated as a rigid body. Solving the problem with a cladding that
deforms as well requires the ability to search for contact. Previously, the combined
use of a power profile which does not vary along the direction axis of the pellet
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stack (z-direction) and matching meshes for the fuel pellets allowed us to avoid this
difficulty. Indeed, surface vertices of two pellets stacked one on top the other would
remain lined up throughout the entire computation. Hence, evaluating the size of the
axial pellet-pellet gap could simply be done by comparing z-coordinates of nodes on
either side, which has virtually no cost if we construct and store a map between them
after the pellet meshes are initialized. Measuring the radial pellet-clad gap was also
straightforward since it boil down to checking whether r exceeded the cladding inner
radius (which was fixed). Unfortunately, we cannot assume that the projections of
the pellet surface nodes onto the inner surface of the cladding will keep their position
with respect to the clad faces after fission process starts heating up the fuel.
The contact detection algorithm described in Chapter VI was coded and used
in a node-to-face contact operator which implements the direct elimination of con-
straints method (refer to Chapter VII). In this section, we first revisit two standard
numerical examples of mechanical contact in order to understand better how the
solution algorithms presented in Chapter V perform with infinite friction coefficient
and demonstrate that our node-to-face contact operator is able to handle contact
properly. Then, we show that the method can be extended to frictionless contact
and perform numerical tests using multigrid as a preconditioner. Finally, we give
a last example where we show that it can be applied to solve the pellet-cladding
mechanical interaction problem.
VIII.2.1 Stacked cubes
In our first example, we consider the problem depicted in Figure VIII.5, inspired
from [25, 26, 27]. The two bodies in their reference configuration are axis-aligned
cubes with edge length 10 mm: the lower body, arbitrarily chosen to be the master,
is given by Ωm := (0, 0.01)× (0, 0.01)× (0, 0.01), and the slave body, stacked on top
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of it, by Ωs := (0, 0.01) × (0, 0.01) × (0.01, 0.02). For the material parameters, we
set Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν to be 15 GPa and 0.2 on Ωm; we use
E = 20 GPa and ν = 0.4 on Ωs. The lower boundary of Ωm (z = 0) and upper of
Ωs (z = 0.02) are clamped, so we impose u = 0 on these. Following [27]
2, we apply
load p = (−0.1, 0,−1)T on Ωm’s right side (x = 0.01) and (0.1, 0,−1)T N/mm2 on
the left side of Ωs (x = 0).
Ωs
Ωm
x
z
⊗y
Figure VIII.5: Stacked cubes: Problem definition.
The example is inspired from [27] but it differs from the original problem in several
ways that we would like to emphasize here. First, we consider a three-dimensional
version of the problem. We can reasonably assume that if we take a 2D slice far
enough from the front and back boundaries, say at y = 0.005, the solution should be
2For some reasons, although, to this point, Hue¨ber et al. were following [25] to the letter in [26]
and [27], they apply a load 100 times weaker. An attempt of explanation for that could be that [25]
provide the load in daN/mm
2
= 107 Pa which would have been erroneously converted to 105 Pa.
Since in the original article, bodies deformation are amplified on the plot of the solution but the
scaling factor is not specified, it is hard to tell. Nevertheless, we have chosen to go with the latter
because more data has been published and is available for comparisons.
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close to the two-dimensional scenario. One obvious drawback with 3D computations
is that it will be more delicate to perform a sequence of mesh refinements because the
number of unknowns increases considerably faster. A more fundamental difference
comes from frictional forces. Our node-to-face approach to contact assumes no slip
between objects coming into contact (i.e., infinite friction coefficient), whereas the
original problem opted for zero friction. A direct consequence is that we cannot
expect to obtain numbers that match exactly with the ones in [27]. Nevertheless, the
example still remains a good way for us to test our contact operator and the active
set strategy we implemented.
For the finite element computation, we use trilinear finite element functions on
hexahedra. For our triangulation on level 0, every body defines one hexahedron,
so the possible contact part Γc of Ωs consists of four vertices. Contact problems
generally do not admit analytical solutions. In order to obtain error estimates, we
must compute a reference solution, uref , corresponding to a mesh which is as fine as
possible.
Table VIII.1: Stacked cubes: Active set strategy for the stacked cubes problem
presented in Figure VIII.5.
l card(S) Kl |Ak|
1 9 3 9 6 3
2 25 3 25 15 10
3 81 4 81 43 36 27
4 289 6 289 136 104 89 87 85
5 1089 6 1089 514 398 365 332 330
6 4225 8 4225 1951 1505 1319 1251 1242 1241 1240
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Figure VIII.6: Stacked cubes: Contact pressure along the center line at different
iterations of the active set strategy on mesh refinement level #6.
On Figure VIII.6, we plotted the contact stresses in normal direction at iterations
2, 3, and 7, of the active set strategy on mesh refinement level #6. The data
corresponds to the intersection of the contact area with the plane orthogonal to the
y-axis that cuts the distorted domains into halves that are mirror images of each
other, i.e. {(x, y, z) ∈ ΓC | y = 0.005}. We refer to it as the center line of ΓC , and
we denote it LC . As one can see, −t ·n gives some negative values on the active-set
steps #2 and #3. Consequently, the associated nodes are removed from the active
set in the next steps since we only allow compressive normal forces to be transmitted
through the contact interface. The iterative procedure continue until the active set is
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unchanged. On step 7, −t ·n is nonzero only in the part of ΓC where the two bodies
are actually in contact, and the values are all positive. Table VIII.1 reports the
necessary iteration steps Kl of the active set strategy to solve the problem. As can
be inferred from the data in Table VIII.1, it seems to depends linearly on the mesh
refinement level l, when taking A1 = S and I1 = ∅. This is consistent with what
Hue¨ber et al. reported in [27]. |Ak| represents the number of active slave vertices at
iteration k (1 ≤ k ≤ Kl) and card(S) is the number of vertices in S.
Figure VIII.7: Stacked cubes: Contact stresses in normal direction at several mesh
refinement levels. The corresponding relative L2-errors when taking solution on
level 6 as reference solution are given in Table VIII.2. Loss-of-contact points are
highlighted.
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Table VIII.2: Stacked cubes: Relative L2-error of the contact pressure with respect
to a reference solution taken on refinement level 6 which has 524288 elements. Errors
are computed along the center line of the contact area. The numerical convergence
order are given.
level # cells
‖(t·n)h−(t·n)ref‖L2(LC )
‖(t·n)ref‖L2(LC )
1 16 6.08026×10−1 –
2 128 3.01121×10−1 1.01
3 1024 1.63808×10−1 0.89
4 8192 8.66598×10−2 0.92
5 65536 (4.18504×10−2) (1.05)
Figure VIII.7 shows the contact pressure at different refinement levels. We ob-
serve convergence for the points where slave and master lose contact. In Table VIII.2,
we give the discretization errors of the contact pressure. Contact problems generally
do not admit analytical solutions. In order to obtain error estimates, we used the
finite element solution on level 6 as reference solution. On level 6, we have 524,288
elements equally divided between Ωs and Ωm. The mesh size href for the reference
solution satisfies href ≤ 1/4h up to level 4. One may notice, we computed the dis-
cretization errors and convergence on level 5 and put values in parenthesis because
a reference mesh size of href = 1/2h does not guarantee reliable numbers. As men-
tioned before, it is difficult to perform many mesh refinement series when computing
in three dimensions. We measured a convergence rate of 0.92 at level 4, but he would
be useful to perform a couple more uniform refinements to be able to assert that the
convergence rates tend to 1.
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The distorted cubes with the displacements magnitude ‖u‖ at first and last iter-
ations of the active set strategy are presented on Figure VIII.8. Following [26], we
magnified 1, 000× the displacements for visualization purposes, such that one can
easily see the separation of the bodies on the right part of the contact zone as we
observed numerically, i.e., g · n ≥ 0. Figure VIII.9 shows the effective von Mises
stress3 σeff and the forces t transmitted to the master at slave nodes on Γ
C . The data
corresponds to a 2D slice orthogonal to y-axis and that intersects it at z = 0.005,
such that LC actually follows the contact area on that slice. On Figure VIII.10, we
plotted ‖u‖, σeff , and −t ·n in 3D. Please note that we set a maximum on the color
scale that cuts off the stress singularities in upper left corner of Ωs, lower right of
Ωm, or at the left endpoint of the contact zone.
3The von Mises stress σeff is a measure of the stress level which is important in the
analysis of plastic deformations. It is computed from the Cauchy stress tensor σ =
(σxx, σyy, σzz, σyz, σzx, σxy)
T as
2σ2eff = (σxx − σyy)2 + (σyy − σzz)2 + (σzz − σxx)2 + 6(σ2yz + σ2zx + σ2xy).
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Figure VIII.8: Stacked cubes: Initial configuration on a central 2D slice (upper
left) and distorted bodies with the magnitude of the displacements ‖u‖, at the first
iteration of the active set strategy (lower left) and on the final solution (lower right).
Distortion as been scaled by a factor 1,000 as in [26].
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Figure VIII.9: Stacked cubes: Distorted bodies with the effective von Mises stress
σeff (above) and with the surface traction t and contact pressure −t·n (below). Both
the first step of the active set strategy (left) and the solution (right) are represented
on mesh refinement level #6.
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Figure VIII.10: Stacked cubes: Distorted bodies in 3D with the displacements mag-
nitude ‖u‖ scaled by a factor 1,000 (upper left), the effective von Mises stress σeff
(upper right), and the surface traction t on the master side of the contact interface
(lower right).
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VIII.2.2 Cylinder pressed onto a brick
Our second example is a Herztian contact problem of a linear elastic cylinder
pressed against a hard brick. The contact stresses can be computed analytically.
The problem geometry is defined in Figure VIII.11. The cylinder is sitting on top
of the brick and it plays the role of the master, Ωm. It has a height of 1 and its
base is a circle of radius r = 0.5 in the xy-plane. Its axis is aligned with the z
direction and the two endpoints are (0.5, 1, 0) and (0.5, 1, 1). The brick is given by
Ωs := (0, 1)× (0, 0.5)× (0, 1).
Ωs
Ωm
x
y

z
Figure VIII.11: Elastic cylinder pressed against a rigid planar surface: Problem
definition.
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If an elastic circle with radius r and material parameters E and ν is pressed by a
single point load f on the top against a rigid plane, the analytical contact pressure
for frictionless contact is given by
pn(x) =
2f
pib2
√
(b2 − x2) for |x| ≤ b
pn(x) = 0 otherwise
b := 2
√
fr(1−ν2)
Epi
(VIII.1)
where b represents the half-width of contact surface and x the distance to the center
of the contact surface, where the pressure reaches its maximum value. Unfortunately,
there is no analytical solution if friction is considered and the contact operator im-
plementing the direct elimination approach implies infinite friction coefficient, but
we can reasonably assume that, as long as the ratio b/R stays small, the differences
between the two models will not be significant.
For our problem, instead of a rigid plane, we use a linear elastic brick with a rela-
tively large Young’s modulus. We apply homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions
on its lower surface, i.e. u|y=0 = 0, and we use E = 1GPa and ν = 0.45. The cylinder,
assumed to be the master side (Ωm), is pressed by a point load f |y=1.5 = (0,−100, 0).
In practice though, to avoid a strong singularity in the upper part of the cylinder,
the point load is replaced by a surface load as it was done in [12, 26]. We set the
cylinder’s material parameters to be E = 7000Pa and ν = 0.3.
Note that, for this problem, we cannot start with A1 = ∅ since Ωm has no
constraints in the y-direction so we would not have uniqueness of the solution due to
rigid body motion. Instead, we set A1 = {pm}, where pm denotes the line of nodes
along the z-axis which are touching the brick in the initial configuration.
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Figure VIII.12: Elastic cylinder: Contact pressure pn(x) along the center line of the
brick perpendicular to the cylinder axis. Computed values using 49,152 elements
and 10 loading steps are plotted as a green dashed line and the analytical solution
is given by the blue solid line.
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Using Equation (VIII.1), we calculate the analytical values for the maximal nor-
mal contact stresses of the Hertzian contact problem, pn(0) = 699.791, and for the
half width of the contact zone, b = 0.0909728. We compare them with 715.980
and 0.09375, obtained using 49,152 elements; this represents a relative error of
about 2.3%. On Figure VIII.12 we plotted the computed normal contract stresses
pn = −t · n along the center line of the brick parallel to the x-axis next to the
analytical solution. One can see that these are in good agreement.
In Figure VIII.13, we show the mesh in the initial configuration (upper right). We
represented the displacement magnitude ‖u‖ (lower left) and the von Mises stresses
σeff (lower right) on the distorted bodies. Limits on the color scales were changed
for visualization purposes because of the singularities near the top of the cylinder, at
places where the load f is applied. The contact area ΓC,A is a strip x ∈ [−b, b] and
cylinder’s displacement approaches zero at the point x = 0 of maximum pressure
because Young’s modulus of the brick is two order of magnitude higher for the brick.
Figure VIII.14 represents the stress component σyy and the contact forces in 3D.
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Figure VIII.13: Elastic cylinder: Initial configuration of the bodies on a 2D slice
(upper right) and distorted bodies with the displacement magnitude ‖u‖ (lower left)
and the effective von Mises stress σeff (lower right).
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Figure VIII.14: Elastic cylinder: 3D deformation of a cylinder pressed onto a quasi-
rigid brick with the stress component σyy (upper) and the normal contact pressure
pn on top of the brick and the resulting contact forces t onto the cylinder surface
(lower).
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Figure VIII.15: Elastic cylinder: Convergence of the contact pressure with the load-
ing steps. The dashed line indicates computed values of pn(0) for an increasing
number of loading steps.
The use of infinite friction coefficient raises an issue we did not have with the pre-
vious numerical example with the stacked cubes. If we apply the load f too abruptly,
the active set strategy paired with a direct elimination approach will converge to a
solution, but this solution may be non-physical. At the first iteration, the surface
nodes of Ωs will penetrate quite deep into the foreign body Ωm before the update
of the active set corrects this and projects them back to the surface. The problem
is that this projection is based on minimum distances and that these distances are
measured on a temporary solution obtained with an inaccurate active set, which
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leads to the formulation of biased constraints. Because the stick contact condition
does not allow slip in the tangent plane, these constraints, which are slightly off, will
probably remain without being corrected, but they will also propagate the error in
the next iterations. Rapid changes in the active set need to be examined carefully.
As a general rule, loss of contact is numerically harmless but activation of too many
slave nodes at once can be problematic.
An outer loop bringing the load to its full value incrementally, with a full active set
iteration at each step, allows us to deal with that issue. Loading steps are standard in
frictional contact and in the analysis of nonlinear material behavior more generally
(e.g., plasticity). We plotted the value of maximum contact pressure pn(0) as a
function of the number of loading steps on Figure VIII.15. We observe convergence
to a value slightly higher than the one predicted by the theory. The difference can
be explained as the combined effect of the discretization error and the fact that
Hertzian contact theory assume zero friction. When solving with 20 loading steps
we obtain pn(0) = 710.771, which confirm that the algorithm converge to a solution
as the number of steps increases. The difference with the analytical frictionless value
is now under 1.6%. The use of loading steps increases the overall computation time
but this needs to be put into perspective since the changes in the contact zone are
not as abrupt and the active set iteration will most likely converge in fewer steps.
VIII.2.3 Extension to frictionless contact
The direct elimination of the constraints approach as presented in Section VII.2
was restricted to the contact with “stick” condition (i.e., infinite friction coefficient)
since we assumed that the slave degrees of freedom were fully constrained by master
faces which allowed us to eliminate the constrained degrees of freedom. In this
section, we show that with a few modifications to our procedure, we can enforce
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the “slip” condition (i.e., frictionless contact). This is a noteworthy extension to
our dissertation work because it enables the rapid implementation of other friction
models (e.g., Coulomb model).
In the absence of friction, the constraints in Equation (VII.5) are projected onto
the direction of the normals at the contact points4
nnTuA2 = nn
TCuM1 + nn
TdA2 . (VIII.3)
Only the normal component to the contact surface is constrained and the vector
of unknown nodal displacement becomes

uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2

=

I 0 0 0
0 I 0 0
0 C ′ O 0
0 0 0 I


uN1
uM1
uA2
uN2

+

0
0
dA2
0

, (VIII.4)
where the operator P := nnT and O := I − P represent respectively the projection
onto and the orthogonalization against the normal direction. For convenience, we
define C ′ := PC and observe that P T = P , OT = O, and thus C ′T = CTP .
The reduced form of the system for the contact problem is derived just as it was
done for the infinite friction coefficient in Section VII.2 and we obtain the following
4For any slave node p ∈ A, the slip contact condition reads
nnT [p]u[p] = nnT [p]
∑
q
C[p, q]u[q] + nnT [p]d2[p] (VIII.2)
where nnT [p] := (n[p]nT [p])·, n[p] being the normal to the master face at the point of contact
on which node p is constrained. The sum over q can be restricted to the subset of nodes in M
supporting the master face. For more details, please refer to Section V.2.5.
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operator
K∗ =

KNN1 K
NM
1 0 0
KMN1 K
MM
1 + C
′TKAA2 C
′ C ′TKAA2 O C
′TKAN2
0 OKAA2 C
′ OKAA2 O OK
AN
2
0 KNA2 C
′ KNA2 O K
NN
2

(VIII.5)
and right-hand-side
f ∗ =

fN1
fM1 + C
′TfA2 − C ′TKAA2 PdA2
OfA2 −OKAA2 PdA2
fN2 −KNA2 PdA2

. (VIII.6)
Here are the few modifications on the subroutines to solve for frictionless contact:
1) copy master to slave uA = C ′uM +OuA
i.e., u =

uN1
uM1
C ′uM1 +Ou
A
2
uN2

2) apply mechanics operator r = Ku
i.e., r =

KNN1 u
N
1 +K
NM
1 u
M
1
KMN1 u
N
1 +K
MM
1 u
M
1
KAA2 C
′uM1 +K
AA
2 Ou
A
2 +K
AN
2 u
N
2
KNA2 C
′uM1 +K
NA
2 Ou
A
2 +K
NN
2 u
N
2

3) add slave to master rM = rM + C ′T rA
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i.e., r =

KNN1 u
N
1 +K
NM
1 u
M
1
KMN1 u
N
1 + (K
MM
1 + C
′TKAA2 C
′)uM1 + C
′TKAA2 Ou
A
2 + C
′TKAN2 u
N
2
KAA2 C
′uM1 +K
AA
2 Ou
A
2 +K
AN
2 u
N
2
KNA2 C
′uM1 +K
NA
2 Ou
A
2 +K
NN
2 u
N
2

4) set slave to zero rA = OrA
i.e., r =

KNN1 u
N
1 +K
NM
1 u
M
1
KMN1 u
N
1 + (K
MM
1 + C
′TKAA2 C
′)uM1 + C
′TKNA2 Ou
A
2 + C
′TKAN2 u
N
2
OKAA2 C
′uM1 +OK
AA
2 Ou
A
2 +OK
AN
2 u
N
2
KNA2 C
′uM1 +K
NA
2 Ou
A
2 +K
NN
2 u
N
2

5) add shift to slave uA = uA + PdA
i.e., u =

uN1
uM1
uA2 + Pd
A
2
uN2

As one can see, if we impose P = I (and thus haveO = 0) we recover the equations
derived for the infinite friction coefficient. In addition, we could be combining the two
types of conditions, thus enabling Coulomb-like friction models. The choice stick or
slip condition can be done on an individual basis for each slave node. For instance, we
may prescribe slip just for a number of slave vertices where the tangential component
of the contact forces has exceeded some critical value.
The changes were implemented in our node-to-face contact operator. In the
following, we revisit the problem with the stacked cubes from Section VIII.2.1 to
demonstrate the new modeling capabilities. Figure VIII.16 shows side-by-side the
calculated von Mises stresses σeff on distorted bodies for both stick and slip contact
conditions. It is easy to notice that the lower left corner of the upper brick slipped
to the right. The stresses pattern are quite similar. On Figure VIII.17, we report
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Figure VIII.16: Stacked cubes: Distorted bodies with the effective von Mises stress
σeff in both cases, infinite friction coefficient (left) and zero friction (right).
the normal contact stresses pn = −t · n on the centerline of the upper cube. As one
can see, the contact pressure computed with zero friction is very close from what we
obtained for an infinite coefficient of friction. The only noticeable difference is that
the loss-of-contact point is slightly shifted in the direction of the applied forces.
VIII.2.4 Preconditioning
Mathematical modelling of three-dimensional problems quickly lead to systems
with large numbers Nd of unknowns that need to be solved many times in multi-
physics application. Unless we spend some effort on preconditioning to accelerate
the convergence rate of the Krylov solver, high-fidelity simulation may become im-
practical.
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Figure VIII.17: Stacked cubes: Comparison of the contact pressure on the center-
line of the upper cube lower face in the absence of friction (solid green line “stick”
condition) versus when the coefficient of friction is infinite (dashed blue line “slip”
condition). Loss-of-contact points are highlighted.
While highly efficient solvers on their own, multigrid methods also serve as ex-
cellent precondioners [8]. These play upon the fact that different components of the
error are more effectively represented and eliminated on grids of different resolutions
and use a grid hierarchy to damp all frequencies. The class of algebraic multigrid
method (AMG) offers the potential for a black-box solver without any reference to
an underlying mesh structure. Near-optimal efficiency has been demonstrated for
large-scale 3D elasticity and plasticity problem [2].
In our implementation of the direct elimination approach to enforce the contact
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constraints (cf. Chapter VII), the blocks K1 and K2 are constructed at the beginning
of the calculation and then remain untouched throughout the active set iteration.
Only the constraint PuA2 = C
′uM1 + Pd
A
2 is updated. A matrix-free approach is
adopted, i.e., the reduced operator K∗ is not actually formed but its action on
Krylov vectors is computed as the successive application of operations involving the
action of K = diag(K1, K2) as well as C
′, C ′T , and P which are updated at each
step of the iteration to find the correct active set A.
K∗ is not directly available, but matrices K∗ and K are very similar and even
more so as |A|  Nd. Multigrid can be employed on K in an first attempt of precon-
ditioning the contact problem. However, this comes with a caveat: each individual
subproblem Kiui = fi is then required to be well-posed when taken apart from the
original problem. Fortunately, it is the case in the problem with the two stacked
cubes of Section VIII.2.1 but it is certainly not always true. Looking back at the
problem with an elastic cylinder pressed onto a quasi rigid brick in Section VIII.2.2,
the subproblem involving the brick is well posed if contact is disregarded but the one
with the cylinder is not. Some kinds of boundary conditions need to be enforced to
eliminate body motion in the direction the normal to the brick. For that reason, the
latter is taken as an example in this section, to illustrate how this can be overcome.
Symmetry of the system has been preserved which allows to work with a pre-
conditioned conjugate gradient (PCG). This is an advantage because CG uses litle
memory for large-scale problems relatively to other methods (e.g., GMRES). In place
of preconditioner, we use the multilevel preconditioning package ML from Trilinos
[20, 24]. Homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions are added on the displacement
in the y-direction on the segment of nodes that are initially in contact with the brick
(i.e., y = 0.5) so that block K1 is not singular any more. The conditions cannot
be directly applied to the actual matrix K and our first choice was to provide ML
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with a modified action of K1 onto the vector of nodal displacement in the cylinder
that accounts for them. The number of CG iterations required to reach convergence
was efficiently reduced but CPU time increased suspiciously taking away all benefits
from preconditioning. Constructing a copy K1 and applying the Dirichlet conditions
on it divided the CPU time by a factor 10 on small problems (∼1,000 elements).
Table VIII.3: Elastic cylinder: Number of required CG iterations and CPU time in
seconds to solve the problem with no preconditioner or using ML. l is the level of mesh
refinement and k = 0, 1, . . . , Kl denotes the different steps of the active set iteration.
l = 0, 1, 2, 3 represent 768, 6,144, 49,152, and 393,216 elements, respectively.
Frictionless contact No contact
NONE ML NONE ML
l k iter time iter time iter time iter time
0 1 2,600 17.9 130 5.2 131 0.8 17 0.9
1 1 5,307 164.6 178 55.3 252 7.4 22 8.3
2 4,395 157.8 313 95.3
2 1 10,446 2,220.2 243 563.1 495 102.0 27 80.2
2 8,376 1,989.6 961 2,212.0
3 8,655 2,011.3 656 1,549.3
3 1 20,688 33,385.2 309 6,159.9 994 1568.4 31 694.8
2 15,512 26,863.4 1,509 28,847.8
3 15,599 27,194.3 1,556 30,694.0
4 16,028 27,864.3 1,470 28,870.9
Table VIII.3 reports the number of required CG iterations and CPU time to solve
K∗u = f ∗ for the unknown nodal displacement u at several levels of refinement l.
Level 3 corresponds to 393,216 elements which represents about a million degrees of
freedom. At each level, values are given for the different steps k = 1, . . . , Kl of the
active step strategy and are compared to the solution of the problem with no contact
(i.e., K∗ = K). The data correspond to frictionless contact but similar results were
obtained with an infinite coefficient of friction. We observe that ML significantly
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reduces the number of CG iterations but that it fails to prevent the iteration counts
from growing as the mesh size h is decreased. We also note that the acceleration
is more pronounced at the first step (k = 1) of the active set iteration which is
precisely the case with the least differences between entries of K and K∗ since |A|
is minimal. For that reason, it would be interesting to be able to employ AMG on
the actual operator K∗. The matrix-free approach yet appears to be unpractical
and the necessary changes to our implementation in order to actually construct K∗
are not trivial. We leave this as possible future work. As for the measured CPU
times, we notice that, even though the reduction in terms of the iteration counts
is encouraging, the use ML as preconditioner gives mixed results since it does not
improve performances. It would be of great interest to test other implementations
of AMG since it seems to us that the symmetric Gauss-Seidel smoother of ML is
performing poorly.
VIII.2.5 Pellet-cladding mechanical interaction
We conclude the Results Chapter by a demonstration of contact modeling ca-
pabilities using a 3D model of UO2 pellets + deformable Zr-4 clad. The assumed
geometry shown in Figure VIII.18 includes two individual UO2 pellets and the Zr-4
cladding with an initial gap width of 85 µm between them. More details on the
fuel and cladding dimensions are given in Table VIII.4. Typical PWR operating
conditions were used.
In each pellet, a uniform fission heat source was assumed. The temperature-
dependent thermal conductivity for UO2 is prescribed by
k[UO2](T ) = 1.05 +
2150
200 + T
W/m C. (VIII.7)
Other material properties such as Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, thermal expan-
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Figure VIII.18: PCMI: Problem geometry with two pellet elements (red and green)
stacked one on top of the other and placed inside the cladding (blue). Our model
(left) uses the double dish chamfered pellet geometry . For comparison, we show two
simplified geometries with cylindrical pellets (middle) and a single “smeared” pellet
(right).
sion coefficient, both for the fuel and for the Zr-4 cladding, are assumed constant.
Table VIII.5 gather all the details about the values that were used in our calculations.
The linear heat generation rate is uniform over the rod length, equal to 20 kW/m.
The bulk coolant temperature is set at 260 C with a convective heat transfer coeffi-
cient between the cladding of 7.5 kW/m2.C. The gap conductance model describing
the heat exchange between fuel and cladding was simplified, the heat transfer coeffi-
cient is just the gas thermal conductivity k[He] divided by the initial gap width gn.
The corresponding calculated radial temperature profile is plotted on Figure VIII.19
and shown on a 2D slice orthogonal to the rod axis on Figure VIII.20. The maximum
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Table VIII.4: Geometric data and material for the PCMI calculation.
Fuel pellet
material Uranium oxide (UO2)
outer radius 4.025 mm
height 10.5 mm
chamfer inner radius 3.725 mm
chamfer depth 0.15 mm
dish depth 0.26 mm
spherical radius of dish 2.65 mm
Clad
material Zircaloy (Zr-4)
outer radius 4.75 mm
inner radius 4.11 mm
gap width 0.085 mm
height 25.0 mm
temperature is along the centerline of the rod at about 929 C and T decreases with
increasing radius. Values in the fuel pellet are much larger in magnitude than the
temperatures observed in the cladding as the computed pellet surface temperature
473 C is compared to 378 C and 349 C at the cladding inner and outer radii, respec-
tively. Correspondingly, thermal expansion is much larger in the fuel than in the
cladding. However, fuel expansion only results in an outward displacement of about
30 µm near the pellet ends which is not sufficient to close the gap, even more so since,
the cladding inner surface undergoes a radial thermal expansion of 7 µm in the same
direction. This is not a surprise, gap closure and mechanical contact typically occurs
later in fuel life, as burnup increases. Our calculations do not include models for the
cladding creep down process nor for the irradiation-induced swelling of the fuel that
occur during reactor operation. As a consequence, we cannot expect observing the
initial gap to close under fresh fuel conditions. In order to experience gap closure
with fresh fuel, one could exaggerate fuel swelling by artificially increasing the ther-
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Table VIII.5: Summary of the material properties used in PCMI calculations for the
fuel, the cladding, and the gas filling the gap between the two.
Property Value
Poisson’s ratio
ν[UO2] 0.345
ν[Zr-4] 0.3
Young’s modulus
E[UO2] 219 GPa
E[Zr-4] 75 GPa
thermal expansion coefficient
α[UO2] 10× 10−6 C−1
α[Zr-4] 5× 10−6 C−1
thermal conductivity
k[UO2]
∗∗∗ W/mC
k[Zr-4] 0.67 W/mC
k[He] 13.0 W/mC
∗∗∗ depends on material temperature T (cf. Eq. (VIII.7))
mal expansion coefficient α[UO2]. However, here we have opted not to artificially
modify the material parameters but instead we “shrink” the cladding tube by 5%
just before initiating the active set strategy.
Figure VIII.21 shows the magnitude of the displacement solution ‖u‖. We show
the solution on the distorted bodies for two different cases: a/ keeping the clad
original dimensions (left), and b/ shrinking it by 5% (right). In the first case, the
gap remains fully open and there is no mechanical interaction between the two pellets
and the clad. In the second one, contact occurs. Figure VIII.22 gives the normal
stresses on the inner surface of the cladding. The bamboo ridge formation is obvious
for the discrete-pellet simulations when the displacements are magnified but we have
chosen not to. We measured a maximum contact pressure of 1.221 GPa at the
triple-point.
Additional calculations were made using a simple cylindrical pellet shape for
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Figure VIII.19: PCMI: Radial temperature profile in the fuel and the clad.
comparison with the real geometry. It highlighted that pellet dishing is useful to
control the axial expansion of the stack. Our calculations show that dishing pellets
at both ends reduces the elongation of the stack in the z-direction by about 10%.
The real geometry is beneficial because it slightly counterbalances the hourglassing
of the fuel pellets which results in lower cladding stresses. We also performed numer-
ical tests where we replaced the discrete-pellet geometry by the common smeared-
pellet approximation where the fuel column is modeled as a single cylinder (cf. Fig-
ure VIII.18). As expected, the simplified geometry does not allow to model the
stress increase at the triple point (i.e., where cladding meets pellet-pellet interface).
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Cladding stresses are under-predicted by a factor of 2 in that region.
Figure VIII.20: PCMI: Initial configuration with the prescribed radial temperature
profile T for the fuel and the clad.
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Figure VIII.21: PCMI: Magnitude of the displacement ‖u‖ on the distorted bod-
ies for the real geometry. Both cases gap open (left) and gap closed (right) are
represented.
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Figure VIII.22: PCMI: Distorted domain with the contact pressure pn = −t · n
for the real geometry (upper left). Numerical results when using cylindrical pellet
(lower left) and with the smeared-pellet approximation (lower right) are given for
comparison.
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
IX.1 Conclusion
In this dissertation, we first introduced the challenges that need to be addressed
by next-generation nuclear fuel performance codes. Stresses generated on the cladding
and fuel centerline temperatures cannot be predicted with high levels of fidelity unless
the pellet-clad mechanical interaction is accurately treated. Adequate resolution for
high-fidelity simulations can only be achieved through three-dimensional fully cou-
pled computations of the thermo-mechanical contact problem with multiple bodies,
which necessitates the use of state-of-the-art multiphysics solution strategies.
We recalled that previous 1-1/2D approaches were unable to capture localized
stress peaks occurring in the clad at pellet-pellet interface and explained that 3D
development effort with more advanced numerical methods had only started in the
late 2000s. We saw that research is now focusing on algorithms capable to handle
contact and resolve heat fluxes across the gap with more accuracy.
We gave several possible formulations of the contact constraints and explained
that they introduce another type of nonlinearity which is fundamentally different
than the material nonlinearities usually encountered in multiphysics applications
(e.g., temperature-dependence of the fuel thermal conductivity) and therefore are
not tackled with a standard Newton-based iteration. We described an active set
strategy as an iterative procedure which can be employed to determine the actual
contact area.
We explained that the numerical solution of contact problems needed efficient
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parallel search algorithms to quickly identify the boundary regions where the non-
penetration condition is violated and update the contact constraints. We proposed
and implemented an efficient and robust search algorithm that was used for detecting
mesh interpenetration and vertex/mesh overlap.
We discussed different techniques to incorporate the contact constraints into the
variational formulation and suggested an alternative to the two methods most com-
monly used. The procedure consists of a direct elimination of the constrained slave
degrees of freedom which is advantageous because it reduces the number of unknowns
without dramatically altering the convergence properties of the system. We proposed
a matrix-free implementation based on small operations on the slave and master part
of the vector of nodal displacement to modify the action of the block diagonal matrix
arising from the discretization of the problem without contact.
We provided a numerical example of a fully coupled thermo-mechanical contact
problem between multiple fuel pellets and the cladding treated as a rigid body using
Lagrange multipliers. We performed tests showing that our implementation of the
direct elimination method was able to handle 3D contact properly and successfully
applied it finally to the simulation of the pellet-clad mechanical interaction, with the
cladding treated as a deformable body this time.
To end this conclusion, we recall the main goals of this dissertation work:
1. to propose and implement an efficient search algorithm for detecting mesh
inter-penetration and vertex/mesh overlap,
2. to elaborate a procedure for the direct elimination of constraints,
3. to choose and implement a suitable method to enforce contact,
4. to define a strategy to identify and update the contact area ΓC throughout the
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computation,
5. to obtain a fully-coupled solution of the coupled heat transport and thermo-
mechanical contact.
IX.2 Future work
Next, we propose several research directions worthy of further investigations:
Preconditioning: We attempted to speed up calculations by using algebraic
multigrid techniques for preconditioning the contact problem and obtained mixed
results when providing the diagonal blocks (i.e., system without the contact con-
straints) to the multigrid preconditioner. The number of iterations required to con-
verge was significantly reduced but augmented as mesh size decreased. Our results
suggested that constructing the actual full matrix (i.e., reduced system which in-
corporates the constraints from contact) may improve the preconditioner efficiency,
since we observed that the iteration counts was far less sensitive to the grid resolution
when the differences between the actual reduced system and its contact-free block
diagonal version were minimal.
Physics model: We demonstrated the capability to model 3D contact in the
context of fuel behavior analysis. For simplicity, only the thermal expansion term
has been considered in the mechanics calculation. Other non elastic contributions
to the strain in Equation (II.7) can be added to our model to account for plasticity,
swelling, densification, thermal and irradiation creep, etc. More information on fuel
and cladding material model can be found in [43]. Our algorithms for contact only
require a model to compute the stress state within the pellets and the clad.
We ignored the sensitivity of our models to phenomena such as chemical diffusion
of oxygen in the fuel. Coupling to a model for the transport of oxygen in UO2 would
be interesting since a number of material properties are known to be affected by
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changes of the oxygen stoichiometry x. Notably, it has been demonstrated [32]
that accounting for the oxygen content thermal conductivity kfuel(T, x) in UO2+x
fuel elements leads to centerline temperatures that are substantially different from
predictions performed using a composition-independent model kfuel(T ).
Solution strategy: In this dissertation, we presented a contact solution strat-
egy which consisted in a nested Newton iteration with an outer active set loop. It
is possible to organize them slightly differently so that both the nonlinearity of the
material behavior and the nonlinearity from contact are considered within the same
iteration loop [9]. Merging the two loops was shown to decrease the computational
time. We would like to stress the fact that the search for contact would then be
performed at each iteration. Other approaches often use a predefined relation map-
ping the possible slave and master contact surfaces, which reduces considerably the
cost associated to the update of the active set. In other words, geometrical search
is performed only once, before the iteration starts, with respect to the initial body
configuration.
Primal-dual approach: We briefly discussed the possibility of using the dual
space to formulate face-to-face contact and explained that it was advantageous when
inverting the relation between slave and master degrees of freedom because the
biorthogonality of the finite element basis functions yields a diagonal mass matrix in
Equation (V.20). It would be possible to replace the node-to-face constraint in our
implementation of the direct elimination strategy.
Contact detection and gap width evaluation: Our search algorithm per-
forms well but it does not measure positive values of the gap width. Yet, gn is
necessary to compute heat fluxes across the gap when it is open. The cost associated
to the projection of a single point onto a collection of boundary faces is O(1/h2)
unless accelerated (the number of projections that need to be performed also grows
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inversely to the square of the mesh size). A possible implementation of the accelera-
tion would be to restrict the projection for a given slave vertex to a limited number
of master faces that are the closest to the point in the initial configuration. If nec-
essary the list of plausible candidates for interaction is updated in the course of the
simulation.
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